I would like to express my concern with the graphic and highly inappropriate performance of "WAP" at the 2021 Grammys. The lyrics, physical performance and costumes were tasteless exposing the preformers buttocks while they bent over and purposely highlighted them for the camera. I was very offended and shocked to see such this type of "entertainment" on a mainstream family channel.
Ticket: # 4634397 - Grammys performance
Date: 3/18/2021 10:13:31 PM
City/State/Zip: Boynton Beach, Florida 33426
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
Vulgar presentation of Cardi D on this year’s Grammys award night. This is for mature audience, not where you know there will be children in front of the TV.
Ticket: # 4634401 - Pornography on CBS

Date: 3/18/2021 10:14:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Edwardsburg, Michigan 49112
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
CBS, The Grammy's and CardiB should all face steep fines concerning CardiB's performance of WAP! Two women slapping their vaginas together on stage is not something that should be shown on a network where parents still feel it’s safe to let their children watch. This performance was filth and nothing short of pornography.
Description
Why was such a provocative performance allowed on a prime time network during evening hours when children are still up watching TV? They had stripper poles and humping on stage.
Ticket: # 4634420 - Grammy's
Date: 3/18/2021 10:20:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Goshen, Indiana 46526

Description
The performance of WAP on prime time tv was despicable. It's offensive to all women, men, and children. It should have never been aired. We must protect our families from such trash!
Ticket: # 4634435 - Cardi B & Megan Thee Stallion

Date: 3/18/2021 10:24:52 PM
City/State/Zip: Gilbert, Arizona 85234

Description
Unacceptable singing about Winans private parts, rubbing their private parts all in a simulated strip club.
Ticket: # 4634443 - WAP song performance at Grammy’s

Date: 3/18/2021 10:29:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Stoneham, Massachusetts 02180

Description
I don't understand how women shaking their fanny’s wearing basically sparkly bras, panties and garter-like “costumes” can be considered broadcast channel entertainment. This was neither artistic choreography a demonstration of vocal musicality. It was pure vulgarity. How censors could be horrified by the split second view of Janet Jackson’s breast and not critical of the performance of the WAP song is unconscionable.

The network should be fined at the very least.
Ticket: # 4634478 - indecent prime time tv
Date: 3/18/2021 10:42:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Elkhart, Indiana 46517

Description
The performance that was allowed to be on prime time tv during the Grammys was unacceptable. We can not normalize basic porn on national tv for anyone to view. We need to have higher standards as a society. I am very disappointed that this was considered entertainment and not the filth that it was.
Ticket: # 4634481 - Grammy WAP Performance

Date: 3/18/2021 10:42:22 PM
City/State/Zip: Spring, Texas 77386

Description
This is just ridiculous. The Grammys and the network should be fined for such lewd content.
Description
The Grammy awards were an embarrassment. Almost naked women gyrating around the stage singing about their wet ass pussy. Is that really the best lyrical talent that we have? Is that really the message that we want to send to women in our country and around the world? Is that really the standard for others to try to achieve? It was a palling.
Ticket: # 4634492 - Grammy WAP
Date: 3/18/2021 10:46:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Tulsa, Oklahoma 74105

Description
I am extremely disappointed in your support of WAP as a prime time family appropriate performance. Shame on you for promoting women as sexual objects. This form of art does NOT support or empower women, even if promoted and performed by a woman. These artists have a right to degrade women on their own time but you don’t have the right to show it on national TV during prime time hours. I identify as a female who demands dignity.
Description
This type of material is beyond offensive and Psychologically traumatizing to young and adult audiences. The constant barrage of exposure to explicit sexual content has led to the over sexualization of women, sex crimes against women and increase in child pornography and sex trafficking. We should and can do better as a country In monitoring the content our people are exposed to. DO BETTER Do your part in protecting our moral fabric and protecting our youth and women.

. Without a Trace’s teen orgy scene prompts $3.6 million fine for CBS—In December 2004, CBS aired an episode of “Without a Trace” that had a graphic depiction of “teenage boys and girls participating in a sexual orgy.” In an effort to clean the airwaves of indecent programming, the FCC fined CBS and their affiliates $3.6 million.
Super Bowl wardrobe malfunction earns CBS a $550,000 fine—It has been 6 years, but everyone still remembers the controversy created when Janet Jackson’s breast popped out during a Super Bowl halftime show performance, costing CBS more than half a million in fines. The performers tried to pass it off as a “wardrobe malfunction”, but no one was naïve enough to buy it. The fine was initially dismissed in 2008, but to this day, the FCC fine is still being debated.
Bubba the Love Sponge’s shows draw $755,000 fine against Clear Channel—Radio shock jock Bubba the Love Sponge Clem triggered $755,500 in fines for indecent broadcasts. The FCC fined Clear Channel Communications for airing the indecent broadcasts of 4 Florida stations. The seven segments in question featured characters talking about drugs and sex, and they aired a total of 26 times on the stations.
FCC fines lead Howard Stern to satellite radio—In 1995, Infinity Broadcasting paid $1.7 million for various violations by Stern. Nearly 10 years later, the broadcast company was paying hundreds of thousands more for other indecency fines from Howard Stern’s broadcasts. All of these fines led to Stern’s departure from Clear Channel, causing him to join uncensored satellite radio.
Ticket: # 4634502 - The Grammy’s on CBS
Date: 3/18/2021 10:50:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Davenport, Iowa 52807

Description
The Grammy’s is an award show I enjoy watching on network TV. I was downright disgusted by the performance by Cardy B and Megan Thee Stallion at this year’s show,. The lewd dancing, the incredibly skimpy costumes and explicit lyrics were shocking for TV viewing. I would like to know how the FCC and CBS allowed this. Are there no standards for TV.
Ticket: # 4634505 - grammy's
Date: 3/18/2021 10:54:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Saint Paul, Minnesota 55105

Description
Cardi B. and Megan Thee Stallion's "WAP" performance. Should not be allowed on national tv. Rated "X". So disappointing to see this disgusting display of half naked, gyrating sex acts, etc.
Ticket: # 4634514 - Porn on the Grammys

Date: 3/18/2021 10:58:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Catonsville, Maryland 21228

Description
I felt violated with Meghan Stallion & Cardi B’s performance. I am pro sex-positivity and body positivity but this performance crossed the line into pornography. Many kids still awake at that time, and even non-consenting adults were unexpectedly staring at pure objectification of women at its finest. Not to mention Trevor Noah’s drooling, sweating, screaming wrap up like he was at a strip club. I am a massage therapist with deep respect for the human body who found myself crying myself to sleep wondering how this could be allowed on television. And how far this will go next year and the years after that. Art and objectification are opposite sides of the coin. Objectification perpetuates violence against women, maintaining the ripple effect that causes domestic violence, human trafficking, encouraging the consumption of women and then the disposal of them. I’ve watched the Grammys every year since I was 5 years old. It gave me something to strive for as a musician. As a female, I will never again view this program due to the allowance of this performance since 1980.
Ticket: # 4634525 - Grammy’s Broadcast
Date: 3/18/2021 11:05:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Aiken, South Carolina 29803

Description
This was not rated XXX and should have the display on Prime TV was vulgar, disgusting and to blame for the decline of morals!!! CBS and network TV should be fined!
Ticket: # 4634551 - Pornography passed as entertainment on prime time Grammy Awards
Date: 3/18/2021 11:28:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Elkhart, Indiana 46514

Description
Disgusting, pornographic, completely inappropriate behavior aired on our television screens for all ages to see. Children who were subjected to this are being desensitized and taught that this is normal and ok. IT IS NOT OK! This should never have been aired. We must protect our families and the innocence and decency of our children.
Description
In light of all the ridiculous negative claims about children’s cartoons. You guys think it is ok to air on live tv the vulgar nasty adult rated content of cardi b on the Grammy award. No wonder rating are down. This is unexceptionable.
Description
Cardi B and Meghan Stallion performance was obscene for non-cable TV. The police arrest performance was offensive and disheartening. Poor taste overall and classless decisions were made airing this.
Description
I wish to file a formal complaint against the televised grammy awards 2021. Although I did not watch the entire event, I just happened to tune in just to see if the mc's, performers, etc. are still spewing any off colored and/or political jokes and I just happened switch my channel and was stunned to see the Cardi B/Megan, etc. etc. etc. display. This is really something for women (note: This is Women in History Month) and girls to aspire to. You have got to be kidding me. This was a disgusting display of nothing more than sluts being sluts. Is this going to continue? If so, I certainly want to know who to contact to file a lawsuit against the performers, the network, and any and all persons, corporations, etc who either directly or indirectly participated in this display of pornography. If you do not do anything about this, I will need to seek legal advice regarding any action I may take against you.
Ticket: # 4634591 - Grammy awards show

Date: 3/18/2021 11:56:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Miller Place, New York 11764

Description
I am offended that cardi b and Stallion danced like porn star rom strs strippers half naked on national tv meanwhile Pepe le pew gets canceled.
Ticket: # 4634599 - Cardi B performance at Grammy’s

Date: 3/19/2021 12:04:22 AM
City/State/Zip: Richmond, Virginia 23226
Company Complaining About: Verizon

Description
I have hesitated to file this complaint, but in an environment where Mr. Potato Head, Dr. Seuss, Peter Pan, etc. are being removed from public viewing, it is hard to tolerate much less stomach the performance of Cardi B at the Grammys. It was disgusting and thought of young children possibly viewing it horrifies me.
Description
The 2021 Grammys had a pornographic act. I am old enough to remember when my children could turn on the tv and I wouldn’t have to worry about this stuff. Please save our children get this strip show crap off of our televisions
Ticket: # 4634629 - Grammys performance by bardi b and megan

Date: 3/19/2021 12:31:30 AM
City/State/Zip: Moreno Valley, California 92551
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
Their performance of "wap" was disgusting and vulgar. They were almost naked and performed simulating sex...
Description
I am filing a complaint regarding the pornographic materials presented at the Grammy's. At what point does the FCC take notice of totally inappropriate so called entertainment of such an unbelievably vulgar presentation? you aren't doing your job. Carli B's production was meant to do one thing and one thing only, push the agenda that they can do anything they want without repercussion. This was not freedom of expression. This was porno on TV and it was at an hour where children could observe. In a day when so many parents don't care about what their children observe someone has to stop this type of presentation. Disgusting.
Ticket: # 4634633 - Indecent Programming

Date: 3/19/2021 12:31:59 AM
City/State/Zip: Englewood, Ohio 45322
Company Complaining About: Youtube Tv

Description
Why can't you keep garbage off the screen until after 10pm?
Some of the Grammy Awards presentations are obscene.
That Girl on Girl sex show was disgusting.
Keep this crap off the air
Ticket: # 4634643 - The Grammys

Date: 3/19/2021 12:39:30 AM
City/State/Zip: Monroe, Michigan 48162

Description
CBS: 1-212-975-3247 FCC CBS You have the ability to empower so many people and kids. Why focus on disgusting displays when there are so many other things you could show? Why not be the voice of change? All of America does NOT want to see this. Please consider that fact next year! This should have been a rated R program.
Description
This is highly disgusting! Kids are watching this but yet Dr. Seuss is banned and so is Peppy Le Pou?! But yet this is not banned on TV?!?!?!? Disgraceful.
Ticket: # 4634645 - Extremely lewd and un-family-friendly “musical” performance

Date: 3/19/2021 12:39:39 AM
City/State/Zip: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73162

Description
Performance of WAP by Cardi B was completely NSFW and should not have been shown on mainstream television. Performance resembled scenes from a strip club and performers even humped each other on a stage that looked like a bed, all the while singing about some very inappropriate subject matter.
Ticket: # 4634650 - Cardi B and Megan the Stallion Grammy Performance

Date: 3/19/2021 12:42:17 AM

City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30309

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This performance was not okay to put on National T.V. there was very sexual conduct, stripper poles, and half naked girls dancing in money. This very is promoting sex. Very distributing.
Ticket: # 4634651 - Grammys 2021
Date: 3/19/2021 12:42:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Las Vegas, Nevada 89123

Description
It is offensive and disgusting that women on this show "cardi-B and another performer" performed this WAP song on national TV, at the grammys 2021. Our country is going down the drain, morality and decency is going out the window of Our Great Nation. It is terrible that we allow these performers to act like hookers in front of our youth, and our elders. We need to stop our downward spiral when it comes to entertainment.
Ticket: # 4634660 - Cardi B Grammy performance - promoting pornography

Date: 3/19/2021 12:51:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Goshen, Indiana 46526
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Cardi B’s performance at the Grammy’s promoted sexual perversion and pornography to a watching audience of all ages. This should not be allowed on public television and is a disgrace and double standard in terms of what can and can not be aired to television. Grooming our children to sexual perversion and pornography is unacceptable, evil and is not the culture we want to create and raise our children in. I pray you take this to heart and rethink what role models/acceptable behaviors you are promoting to viewers of all ages by airing such content.
Sincerely, a very concerned citizen and parent
Ticket: # 4634665 - Cardi B and Megan The Stallion Grammy performance

Date: 3/19/2021 1:00:39 AM
City/State/Zip: San Diego, California 92115

Description
This performance was borderline pornography. Stripper poles? Dollar bills everywhere? Humping on stage? How is this allowed?
Ticket: # 4634672 - Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 1:06:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Durant, Iowa 52747

Description
The Grammy performance of Cardi B is disgusting and should not be allowed on television! Fine and penalize those involved in the production of such filth.
Ticket: # 4634702 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/19/2021 1:53:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Spanish Fork, Utah 84660

Description
Very discussing! I can't believe you let scum like that preform where kids can see x-rated trash like that!
Ticket: # 4634706 - 63rd Annual Grammy on CBS tv was so inappropriate disgusting

Date: 3/19/2021 2:01:52 AM
City/State/Zip: San Francisco, California 94124

Description
Grammy should be SHUT DOWN and CBS should be fined very heavy.

Our kids watch this stripping club booty bumping on booty has so many Violation and now our kids are damaged and think this is ok and need therapy now. The Grammy board and director should be fired. How they not watch see the performance before the show. What if there was porn they would find out during the show. No they knew of all this dirty acts.
Description

On March 14, 2021 at 5PM PST, the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) aired the Grammy's. The Grammy's invited Carbi B and Megan Thee Stallion to perform their hit song WAP. I recommend you google the lyrics. It is pretty obvious why the performance was Indecent. Furthermore, CBS aired the performance in full. You can see the footage on Carbi B's youtube page here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnBZLFB7kLo
Description
Horrific and disgusting performance you allowed on Sunday at 7pm by Cardi B and Megan Stallion dancing in a provocative fashion singing a song about forced fellatio and excessively vagina lubrication? I demand an email response - why no censorship. Exactly who was responsible?
Ticket: # 4634730 - Cardi B and Meg thee stallion Grammy performance
Date: 3/19/2021 2:32:27 AM
City/State/Zip: Lagrange, Georgia 30241

Description
This performance was very distasteful and disturbing. For this to be such a prestigious night in entertainment, it turned tacky and embarrassing. I can recall their being backlash about certain performances being done, ex: Nicki Minaj Roman revenge, yet yall let two ex strippers/whores parade around this way?? Make it make sense
Ticket: # 4634737 - Sexual nature dancing

Date: 3/19/2021 2:39:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Columbus, Ohio 43204

Description
I am writing in regards to the dancing done by Cardi B on the grammy's show. I found this performance to be one of the most vile displays of soft core porn. I had to have my children leave the room while it was on. This kind of material is NOT fit for children.
Ticket: # 4634752 - Perversion on viewed TV show at prime time

Date: 3/19/2021 3:16:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Palm Springs, California 92263
Company Complaining About: Clear Tv

Description
Grammy's Mar. 15 2021 on prime time showed in essence pornographic and highly sexual perversions. This was not for woman but against woman, families and Christian's. Despicable. No warnings. My grandson walked out and saw. CBS should be fined..shut down..Cardi B held responsible as well.
Ticket: # 4634757 - Strip show at the Grammys

Date: 3/19/2021 3:24:13 AM
City/State/Zip: Lincoln, Nebraska 68502

Description
Why is it okay for a trashy ex stripper to dance like she’s in a strip club on national television but we are taking Dr Seuss etc off the shelves?! Our country is losing its morals and values. Five years ago this would not even have been acceptable! It’s disgusting how this nation has fallen and how delusional and immoral our government and its leaders have become.
Ticket: # 4634793 - Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 5:48:28 AM
City/State/Zip: Point Blank, Texas 77364

Description
The WAP "performance" was disgusting and pornagraphic. This should not be on TV. A song called WAP... wet ass pussy, should not be aired.
Ticket: # 4634796 - Disgusting broadcast of Cardi B simulated sex act on Grammy Award

Date: 3/19/2021 5:52:41 AM
City/State/Zip: Downingtown, Pennsylvania 19335

Description
On what planet would an award program on National TV think that it’s ok to air or give an award to a song/performance filled with gross simulated sex acts?? Pepe LEPew is cancelled yet THIS sends the right message? Please just stop. Disgusted for the children who are growing up in this world. Start censoring what should be censored!
Description
I am absolutely DISGUSTED at what was allowed to be shown during the WAP performance. It is bad enough that we have so many sexual references in commercials, but to have what was in essence soft porn on a National program was disgusting!!!! Everyone knows kids and teenagers watch these shows to see their favorite singer, and this is what they saw?????? Seriously?????
I will not even mention the fact that this aired on the heels of International Women’s Day! All this display did was set women back centuries by showing once again that women are great for sex, but not talent!!
Ticket: # 4634821 - The Grammy’s broadcast and Cardi b

Date: 3/19/2021 6:48:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Punta Gorda, Florida 33955

Description
I write to make a complaint regarding the recent Grammy’s broadcast, specifically the performance by Cardi B. The performance was downright pornographic. Had Taylor Swift performed this act she’d have been ostracized in seconds.

The moral fabric of this country is dead. I implore the governing body to fine CBS in an amount that highly discourages this from happening again.
Ticket: # 4634826 - Complaint
Date: 3/19/2021 6:56:31 AM
City/State/Zip: Tuscollosa, Alabama 33467
Company Complaining About: Via Com/ Cbs

Description
Do not display soft porn on national television. Specifically Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion performance on the Grammys 2021
Ticket: # 4634881 - Television Indecency Complaint

Date: 3/19/2021 7:19:21 AM

Description

From: [redacted]@yahoo.com
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2021 2:57 PM
To: MediaRelations <MediaRelations@fcc.gov>
Subject: The Grammys

I wanted to voice my displeasure at this event that was broadcasted on Sunday April 14th on CBS.

I am very disturbed by the language and imagery that was allowed to air.

To say I was disgusted was an understatement. This is fine under the appropriate conditions such as a strip club or venue such that. Not for national broadcast.

You failed in your service to this country to protect it from such profanity and moral degradation of our beloved country so many have died for.
Ticket: # 4634890 - The Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 7:23:53 AM
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32219

Description
This should not have been aired during the Grammys, this was distasteful and disgusting to watch. This kind of acting/dancing is not acceptable!
Ticket: # 4634894 - Television Indecency Complaint

Date: 3/19/2021 7:27:45 AM

Description

From: [redacted]

Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2021 7:44 PM

Subject: Grammys

The Grammy’s were disgusting! They basically we’re committing all kinds of sexual acts on television.

It’s disappointing that this is considered okay for television

Be Humble and Kind
Ticket: # 4634903 - The Grammys / WAP
Date: 3/19/2021 7:38:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Jacksonville, Florida 32219

Description
This performance was not appropriate for live TV. It was distasteful and stripperish. I’m so glad my family and I do not watch CBS. I am thankful that my kid did not have to see this disgusting performance. It wasn’t even hardly a performance when the girls don’t even really sing their own songs. It was all lip singing. They are not even talented enough to dance and sing to their own music. Awful awful awful!
Ticket: # 4634908 - Grammy’s
Date: 3/19/2021 7:40:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Fremont, Ohio 43420

Description
The Grammys put on a disgusting, immoral and downright raunchy show. WAP song being performed on stage looked like it belonged on a Gentleman’s club not on TV

More wholesome TV programming and back to morals on TV
The Grammy performance by Cardi-B was so inappropriate on so many levels nits a disgrace that this was allowed on a mainstream network on a show the children would have had access to. I expect serious action to be taken.
Ticket: # 4634918 - Grammys

Date: 3/19/2021 7:48:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Clearwater, Florida 33761

Description
Disgusting stripper like performance. How do I even need to complain? Dr Seuss and Mr potato head is offensive but this is okay? This is absolutely inappropriate. HOW MANY KIDS JUST WATCHED THIS?!
Description
From: [5] (6) >
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 7:51 AM
Subject: The Grammys

I would like to relay my shock and disgust at the display of blatant porn that was allowed on the Grammys this year. That this is allowed on network tv is so demeaning to me as a woman and so much more of a threat to our children, than any Dr Suess books or cartoons that have already been canceled! Please clean up this smut on these shows.

Sent from my iPad
Ticket: # 4634925 - Grammys 2021 - Obscene
Date: 3/19/2021 7:53:46 AM
City/State/Zip: Dundee, Michigan 48131-1010

Description
I would like to formally complain about the pornographic content of the 2021 Grammy's 63rd Annual GRAMMY Awards® live on Sunday, March 14 at 8 PM ET / 5 PM PT on CBS & Paramount
Ticket: # 4634932 - Television Indecency Complaint
Date: 3/19/2021 8:00:27 AM

Description
From: [REDACTED] >
Date: March 18, 2021 at 3:27:38 PM EDT
Subject: Grammy’s

Your brief bio implies (at least to me) family values. So that said I hope you in some way will attempt to end the vulgar, deplorable trash that was presented on national TV called the Grammy’s. If you’re not able then just rename it to something more in line and appropriate to what it actually was...LivePorn.

Thank you
[REDACTED]
Ticket: # 4634933 - Strip club images and sexually explicit language during over the air broadcast Grammys show on CBS.

Date: 3/19/2021 8:02:19 AM
City/State/Zip: Malvern, Arkansas 72104

Description
CBS aired a sexually explicit song (wet ass pussy) with women dancing around in thongs spreading their legs to the cameras like strippers with huge tongue images in the background. This strongly sexualized imagery and adult lyrics were broadcast over the air on a TVPG rated show with no warning to parents of strong sexual content. CBS should be fined for airing it.
Ticket: # 4634937 - Television Indecency Complaint
Date: 3/19/2021 8:08:56 AM

Description
From: [redacted]
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2021 7:01 PM
Subject: Cardi B Grammy Performance

This was completely unacceptable to be on tv. I had to take my teenagers out of the room. I depend on the FCC in cases like this, what in the world is going on.

Sent from my iPhone
Description
The degrading to women and pornographic display on regular prime time TV was a new low. When will some measure of decency be enforced.
Description
The cardi and Megan performance was absolutely disgusting! Completely right out of a stop club! What is wrong with you all for allowing that? The numbing down of our children!!! Making them think it's ok to act like that while people are watching! You want our babies to grow up and be nasty strippers
Ticket: # 4634960 - Grammy
Date: 3/19/2021 8:23:47 AM
City/State/Zip: Merrimack, New Hampshire 03054

Description
I was absolutely disgusted to see that performance by Cardi B and Megan the Stallion. If I wanted to see a stripper I’d go to a strip club (which I don’t do). I have to say I have lost hope in watching television after that debacle.
Ticket: # 4634963 - Grammy's
Date: 3/19/2021 8:25:58 AM
City/State/Zip: Newport, Kentucky 41071

Description
Cardi B was offensive to family and to her as a woman. In today's "Me To Movement" doing stripping on TV; she would it offensive. Cardi B stated she would not allow her own children to see it; so why should it be broadcast on Live TV for children to see. It was inappropriate. Caller hopes there are ramifications. ***CTR386-phone***
Ticket: # 4634964 - Grammy Awards 2021  
Date: 3/19/2021 8:26:13 AM  
City/State/Zip: Shepherdsville, Kentucky 40165

Description
She states what was allowed on the Grammy Awards was sickening. It is sickening what the FCC is allowing on TV. There has to be some kind of line drawn. They take off cartoons and then allow that performance.
***CTR 392-phone***
Ticket: # 4634965 - Television Indecency Complaint
Date: 3/19/2021 8:26:25 AM

Description
From: [REDACTED]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 1:17 PM
Subject: Cbs

I cannot believe you all would allow the trash shown on national tv that occurred on the grammys. You obviously didn't research the song cardi b sang nor what WAP stood for. At the beginning of the song i plainly heard the p word not to mention all the other. I read the ratings were off by 50% as well they should be. The fcc needs to step its game up. Did you get any slack from the cancel culture? Of course not they and the fcc are protected by slojo biden.
Ticket: # 4634968 - Grammys: Cardi B Performance

Date: 3/19/2021 8:30:56 AM
City/State/Zip: Cullowhee, North Carolina 28723

Description
The Cardi B performance at the Grammy's was extremely inappropriate and to should not have been aired on prime time tv.
Ticket: # 4634971 - Cardi B's and Megan Thee Stallion - Grammy's
Date: 3/19/2021 8:32:45 AM  
City/State/Zip: Smithtown, New York 11787

Description
Cardi B's and Megan Thee Stallion's filthy and pornographic performance at the Grammy Awards, performing to a song about "Wet As* Pu**y, was utterly disgusting, not suitable for public television, degrading to women and our culture, and was damaging to our children.
Hallo,

Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion’s ‘WAP’ performance on GRAMMYs was simply inappropriate and complete utter lack of respect for the FCC and the general public viewership. This was not a family oriented show when it is suppose to be. Please take appropriate and swift actions to make sure this does not happen again.

Thank you,
Ticket: # 4634995 - FILTHY LYRICS - CARDI B - WAP song at 2021 Grammy's

Date: 3/19/2021 8:45:38 AM
City/State/Zip: San Antonio, Texas 78260

Description
Please know that there are millions of people like myself that were extremely offended by the entire Grammy show but in particular the WAP production with Cardi B and her filthy gyrations in her next to nothing costume, spreading her legs and exposing's herself and singing her filthy lyrics. If any white person dares to say (or ever in their life said) the N word we are put in prison, fired from our jobs, but they can say the N word ALL THEY WANT. The F word, etc...COME ON MAN !!!
Get her sanctioned, fined or something. Put those shows on at midnight when kids cant see them, etc !!! PLEASE DO SOMETHING !!!
Ticket: # 4635019 - Allowed on TV. Not Appropriate!
Date: 3/19/2021 8:55:08 AM
City/State/Zip: Osakis, Minnesota 56360

Description
The 2021 Grammy Awards had a sexual scene with a song WAP that was so inappropriate sexual indecency. Why was that allowed on TV? It also opened with a Lil Baby act that showed and encouraged burning down someone business as a positive way to protest! Sex and violence was encouraged on this show - not family network friendly. Please do something about this; fine them and make it clear to all this is not allowed.
Ticket: # 4635021 - grammy's on T.V 3/14/21
Date: 3/19/2021 8:56:20 AM
City/State/Zip: Mason, Ohio 45241

Description
The lip sync dance with the 2 Grammy women winners and the trash and filth they put forth, should have been in a srip club and not on a public T.V station.
Ticket: # 4635038 - Grammy's Sexual Exploitations

Date: 3/19/2021 8:59:42 AM
City/State/Zip: White Haven, Pennsylvania 18661

Description
The Grammy performance or "sexual acts" that were performed by Cardi B and the other one were INAPPROPRIATE!!! Stop PUTTING SEXUAL ACTS AND FOUL LANGUAGE ON TV!
Hi, The Grammys we're on this passed Sunday. It was super sad to see how low the bar has been set by American society. Cartoons, aunt jemima and more are being censored but what went on at the Grammys is ok? The wap performance was tragic. I don't care if it's not meant for children. It's on basic cable and most kids have cell phones. Stuff like this is over sexualizing our youth. We glamorize being a stripper on a poll when kids don't realize how disgusting and degrading this is. The outfits, the gestures the grinding, sexual poses wasn't a performance, it was spice tv!
Ticket: # 4635052 - the grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 9:04:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17529

Description
The grammys were a discussing unnecessary ridiculous despicable display of over the top sexualization that served no purpose other that for shock value and narcissistic behavior.
Ticket: # 4635059 - GRAMMYS - WAP

Date: 3/19/2021 9:06:14 AM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10010

Description
In the early days of television, newscasters and entertainment alike used language correctly and precisely, without profanity, helping to teach a nation to express itself in a more cultured and elevated fashion. With the FCC acceptance of such material as WAP on the Grammies, you are contributing to the dumbing and denigration of our country. Pls help us be better and work to lessen the vulgarity in our world.
Ticket: # 4635066 - Television Indecency complaint

Date: 3/19/2021 9:09:57 AM

Description
From: [redacted]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 9:32 AM
Subject: DEGRADING AND HUMILIATING!

https://www.facebook.com/105645934305202/posts/312504980285962/?d=n
If we wanted to see yo nasty ass we would have bought tickets, this was BROADCASTED ON PUBLIC TV..what was supposed to be a uplifting black moment for our youth turned into a slut show ! Yes I said it and standby my statement! Every channel that did not cut to commercial should be fined- Texas
Ticket: # 4635088 - Grammy  
Date: 3/19/2021 9:21:01 AM  
City/State/Zip: St Meinrad, Indiana 47577

Description  
The Cardi B and Megan The Stallion performance was obscene. We were offended by it.
Ticket: # 4635093 - Television Indecency Complaint
Date: 3/19/2021 9:25:11 AM

Description
From: (b) (6)
Date: March 19, 2021 at 6:52:09 AM EDT
Subject: Grammy Awards

I want to make a complaint about the Grammy awards that aired recently. The routine between two under dressed women which looked like a sex act was obscene. This should not be allowed on network television.

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 4635105 - CBS GRAMMYs  
**Date:** 3/19/2021 9:27:55 AM  
**City/State/Zip:** Milton, Georgia 30004

---

**Description**  
Very disappointed in CBS, the GRAMMY producers and the FCC for allowing the content of this year’s award show performances...specifically Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion. In reviewing your guidelines on your website, I do not understand how these performances don't meet your requirements to be labeled "obscene, indecent or profane" or how they could be allowed during the hours you have listed as times "children may be in the audience". This night of "women empowerment" was far from it. I am raising a strong, wise, empowered teen daughter and would never use either of these artists, their words or actions as examples of leadership in my rearing. How this is allowed and is thought to be mainstream entertainment is bewildering! Please review these performances, place fines where they should be charged and correct your future decision making to align with your commissions' rules.
Ticket: # 4635116 - Television indecency Complaint
Date: 3/19/2021 9:30:04 AM

Description
From: [Redacted]
Date: March 18, 2021 at 7:43:48 PM EDT
Subject: Grammy Performance

I am writing to let you know how appalled I am with the filth that is being allowed on our airways. I did not watch the Grammys, but as a retired teacher, I know that many impressionable children watched that disgusting performance. I expect you in your position to help keep this outrageous acts off of our airways.
Ticket: # 4635124 - The Grammys "WAP" Performance

Date: 3/19/2021 9:33:18 AM
City/State/Zip: Chillicothe, Ohio 45601

Description
The caller is very upset with the Grammy's Show on Sunday its promoting violence and she has never seen anything like that in her life.
She states it was a burlesque show.
The women on there are acting like objects.
She didn't like the singer Lil Baby on stage showing a police shooting a black man.
Why would they show such violence on TV like.

***CTR-415***
Ticket: # 4635132 - Cardi B Grammy

Date: 3/19/2021 9:35:53 AM

City/State/Zip: Stockton, Missouri 65785

Description

I don't want my children to see the image that Cardi B did at this year’s Grammy awards. Please Cancel her!
Ticket: # 4635149 - Grammy's 2021
Date: 3/19/2021 9:40:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17109

Description
Offensive disgusting horrible performances. From a live strip show on stage to supporting rioting and violence in this country! Worst display of entertainment ever!
Ticket: # 4635152 - Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 9:40:53 AM
City/State/Zip: Chillicothe, Ohio 45601
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
Filth, Cop shooting black man in the back, grinding of females, pressure on Joe for equality, racism. Did I miss anything? You better get this fixed!
Ticket: # 4635185 - Grammy Awards 2021
Date: 3/19/2021 9:51:12 AM
City/State/Zip: Largo, Florida 33770

Description
Caller is upset over the Grammy Awards and Cardi B. She said: If her message is to empower Black women - she is clearly sending the wrong message. This is disgusting and unacceptable. Her children and Grandchildren were watching this show. She feels this is a disgrace.
***CTR 392-phone***
Description
I feel the Grammys should not allow all of the gyrating on stage, stripper poles, etc. What happened to good music without all of the sex?
Ticket: # 4635238 - Grammy Performance WAP

Date: 3/19/2021 10:12:30 AM
City/State/Zip: Eaton Rapids, Michigan 48827

Description
The Grammy performance by Cardi B of WAP was extremely indecent and lewd and raunchy. Please monitor the indecency of these televised broadcasts.
Description
The Grammy Awards was an appropriate performance on national TV for young children to watch.
Description
The Grammys this year were a disgrace. Cardi B's performance was appalling and I am dumbfounded that this would be aired live on national television for all of the families to see. You should be ashamed of yourselves, absolutely disgusting. As well as on a politically, absolutely a disgrace.
Ticket: # 4635332 - CBS Grammy Awards Show

Date: 3/19/2021 10:39:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Goliad, Texas 77963

Description
Despicable display of pornography dubbed entertainment with Cardi B and Megan. Horrible, this network needs to be fined for this horrible porn show without any warning to the audience.
Ticket: # 4635336 - Grammys performed sex acts

Date: 3/19/2021 10:40:13 AM
City/State/Zip: Seattle, Washington 98133

Description
Cardi B and Megan the Stallion performed sex acts on each other in front of me and my family. They openly rubbed their crotches on each other. Please fine the producers, Cardi B and Megan the Stallion for forcing us to watch this performance without any warning. We are done watching network TV after this. I am pulling the plug. FCC has lost credibility and no longer enforces the rules that we pay them to. I'm going to speak with my state legislature on how to pull funds from the FCC.
Description
The performance by cardi b was absolutely vulgar and disgusting. In no way shape or form should that be allowed on public television. That is not art and it is not appropriate for kids to be able to watch. I am glad to see that you as an organization is holding up to what you are there for. Allowing shit like that to be aired and blocking others. There should be no reson for her to be on tv at all or even be allowed to be on radio.
Ticket: # 4635356 - Grammy's complaint
Date: 3/19/2021 10:46:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Franklinville, New York 14737

Description
Consumer wants to complain about the Grammy's. She didn't see the show personally, but saw it on the news. Consumer claims it was like pornography. She heard it was very explicit and disgusting. Consumer believes the FCC's is responsible for allowing this. The physical, sexual poses the rappers were making were unacceptable. She tries to raise her own children to be treasured, not looked at as a piece of property. The signers were not modest at all but then demand to be treated with respect, but half naked on TV like a piece of property. Consumer believes the FCC should have a say in what they do. This went way over board. The song she was signing was also gross and sickening. The song shouldn't have been on TV. They were dressed like sluts. People are crying about being 'offended' and cancel things, but allow this on TV. Consumer wants the FCC to take action.

***CTR404-phone***
Ticket: # 4635384 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/19/2021 10:56:18 AM
City/State/Zip: Highlands, Texas 77562
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
The WAP performance, if i wanted to go to the strip club i would. I shouldn't have to feel like im at one from the comfort of my living room. If these artist need to do this to make their money, then maybe they need to go back to the club. This is not classy at all and neither are they setting an example for women. This is a big problem! This channel should be ashamed and make an apology. I understand they need to make their money but what ever happened to dignity. People are doing more and more horrible things nowadays, its such ashame now they have support from these channels. You should be ashame, this is pathetic. This is one reason why no one watches anymore.
Ticket: # 4635402 - Uncouth behavior

Date: 3/19/2021 11:01:12 AM
City/State/Zip: Clarksville, Tennessee 37043

Description
The WAP performance was not suitable for television, with incredibly inappropriate lyrics and clothes. This performance was not suitable for a wide audience and was more like an adult entertainment performance.
Ticket: # 4635452 - The grammys Cardi B performance

Date: 3/19/2021 11:13:01 AM
City/State/Zip: Coplay, Pennsylvania 18037
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The performance that Cardi B did was extremely offensive to me as a woman. She is a horrible portrayal of how woman should act. Little girls could have been watching this and think this is ok. It is not ok. This world needs to be morally fixed and you are not helping by airing such perversion and thinking it's ok.
Ticket: # 4635530 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/19/2021 11:32:31 AM
City/State/Zip: Seven Hills, Ohio 44131

Description
That was the MOST disgusting, vile music show I've ever seen. Free porn on national television.
Description
Complaining about allowing a disgusting performance on live TV. Performers Cardi B and Megan Three Stallion should have not been allowed to perform one of the raunchiest songs on a live awards show. I was indecent and over board and definitely not family friendly.
Ticket: # 4635669 - Grammys 2021
Date: 3/19/2021 12:05:03 PM
City/State/Zip: St Louis, Missouri 63118

Description
I honestly do not know, perhaps invoke stricter rules and regulations regarding what is appropriate to display during family entertainment show.
Ticket: # 4635678 - Cardi B
Date: 3/19/2021 12:06:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Minnetonka, Minnesota 55305

Description
Cardi B's performance at the Grammy awards was not suitable for general TV audiences. This is a family show and I would rate this R. Totally inappropriate to show on TV. In addition the song is WAP. Look up what that stands for. Why would you allow this type of performance to this type of song. My teen daughters were disgusted. Shame on you for allowing this. There need to be fines against this.
Ticket: # 4635796 - The Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 12:30:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Palmdale, California 93550

Description
I'm am disgusted with the soft porn performance at the Grammys. You have two women Dry humping and advertising strip for performances. Yet you go ahead and cancel cartoon characters. The grandma should just be canceled altogether.
Ticket: # 4635800 - 2021 Grammy's

Date: 3/19/2021 12:30:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Union Beach, New Jersey 07735

Description
The Grammy's, especially the WAP performance, were disgusting and filthy. This shouldn't be allowed on a show where children could be watching.
Ticket: # 4635812 - 2021 Grammy's  
Date: 3/19/2021 12:32:09 PM  
City/State/Zip: East Bernard, Texas 77435

Description  
I really do not think it is necessary to have the trash on the Grammy's. That was very disappointing. My children like to watch the awards show to see all of the cool performances and dresses. However, this was very disturbing. The Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B performance was not necessary. They just showed how trashy they were. That should NEVER have been aired on national television. I will most likely not be watching this show or network again.

Sincerely,

(b) (6)
Ticket: # 4635838 - Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion’s ‘WAP’ performance on GRAMMYs
Date: 3/19/2021 12:38:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Marietta, Georgia 30066

Description
obscene, pornographic
Ticket: # 4635839 - Grammys

Date: 3/19/2021 12:39:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Lake Stevens, Washington 98258

Description
The "performances" at the Grammys this year were terrible. Women were portrayed as prostitutes. What about "Me Too"? You can't say "respect me" when you don't respect yourself. You lose all credibility. The Grammy award show was a slap in the face to all women and the ME TOO movement. Glad I only saw short clips of it.
Ticket: # 4635897 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/19/2021 12:48:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Clearwater, Florida 33756

Description
I am appalled at the behavior at the Grammy awards. The display glamorized prostitution and the exploitation of women. The saddest part is this was shown on national television during prime time where children were a portion of the audience. You have an obligation to ensure safe content and the means to punish such behavior. I hope you do the right things and issue citations and or removal of broadcasting privileges as a result of this disgusting display.
Ticket: # 4635936 - Disgusting Grammy's performance
Date: 3/19/2021 12:55:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Hoschton, Georgia 30548

Description
I cannot believe that the performance by Cardi B was allowed to happen at the Grammy's. It was nothing but porn and offensive on so many levels. I am mortified that this could be seen by anyone as acceptable!!
Ticket: # 4636067 - Gross Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 1:21:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Austin, Texas 78727

Description
unbelievable trash on tv in front of children, you want to censure childrens books but allow this,,,, have you heard all the trash talk in the RAP music. CBS should receive a huge fine
Ticket: # 4636105 - Cardi B /Megan thee stallion
Date: 3/19/2021 1:28:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Beckley, West Virginia 25801

Description
This performance is completely unacceptable, vulgar trash that should not be on a show that is generally family friendly. These overt sexual displays should not be allowed on such shows.
Ticket: # 4636118 - Grammy's complaint
Date: 3/19/2021 1:31:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Cleveland, Ohio 44111

Description
Consumer wants to file a complaint about the Grammy's. Consumer is shocked by the fact that was aired on TV. Consumer wants the FCC to do something about it.
***CTR404-phone***
Ticket: # 4636138 - Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 1:36:38 PM
City/State/Zip: Atlanta, Georgia 30339
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
I support free speech, but this recent Grammy awards show was wo full of lewd displays and incitement to violence. How can you sit by and allow the decline of decency???
Description
After watching a brief video of the obscene action during the Grammys, I wonder how this trash made it on TV.
We regulate porn, abuse, and this was both.
This was a blatant pornographic performance on prime time when children can see it.
The continued inciting of these performances needs to stop.
This does not show talent on any way.
Ticket: # 4636167 - Indecent prime time performances

Date: 3/19/2021 1:44:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Summerville, South Carolina 29483

Description
Please prevent such incredibly indecent performances as the Grammy’s allowed from Cardi B as far as lyrics as well as dance! This was on prime time and exposed children and teens to vulgarity that is terribly inappropriate!
Ticket: # 4636195 - Grammys 2021 Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallions Performance???
Date: 3/19/2021 1:49:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Sal, North Carolina 28145

Description
One word DISGUSTING! TOTALLY CLASSLESS! NO ONE WANTS TO WATCH THIS KIND OF TRASH ON TV, THE NETWORK SHOULD BE SEVERLY FINED TO ALLOWING THIS CRAP ON THE GRAMMYS, THIS MAKES JANET JACKSON'S NIP SLIP LOOK MILD.
Ticket: # 4636199 - Grammys 2021
Date: 3/19/2021 1:50:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Port Angeles, Washington 98362

Description
DISGUSTING performance by Cardi B. doing song WAP (Wet Ass Pussy). NASTY & VUGAR lyrics for programming not on cable. Dry humping another woman and licking her fingers between her legs on a big bed was a performance for a porn movie or strip club, NOT CBS primetime.
Ticket: # 4636296 - The Grammys

Date: 3/19/2021 2:09:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Mastic, New York 11950

Description
The cardi b performance at the Grammys was disgusting. By young daughter watched that. It’s supposed to be pg and no warning was given about sexual content.
Ticket: # 4636316 - Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 2:12:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Cabot, Arkansas 72023

Description
The singing/dancing on the Grammys was NOT appropriate for tv! It was AWFUL and should never happen again.
Description
I think it's a disgrace, the act with Cardi B and Meghan thee Stalion, they should be fined for putting porn on television.
Ticket: # 4636406 - I was watching the Grammy's with my daughter. At one point in the show, these 2 performers, Cardi B and Megan thee stallion performed together on stage.

Date: 3/19/2021 2:28:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Orlando, Florida 32807

Description
(b) (6)
201
The performances were sexually explicit and suggestive. The actions were not at all appropriate for anything less than Adult; however they were shown at a time most young viewers are watching television and without a parental Rating warning in the beginning how would a parent know not to allow their child to watch?
Ticket: # 4636453 - The Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 2:37:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Humble, Texas 77346

Description
I believe in freedom of expression but the pornography that was on my TV during the Grammys went too far. Advocating for prostitution is disgusting and what does that say to people who have been trafficked? They fight to stay alive and to escape while those two entertainers advocated for being trafficked. Please do not allow this on our airways. It's not hip hop. It's not Black entertainment or culture. It's commence.
Ticket: # 4636458 - Grammys showcase “Wet Ass Pussy”

Date: 3/19/2021 2:39:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Tomball, Texas 77375

Description
The show demonstrated vulgar sexual acts I am probably going to a strip club would be more censored. Literally talking about women's vagina aka “pussy” being “wet”
Ticket: # 4636474 - Cardi B
Date: 3/19/2021 2:41:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Meeker, Colorado 81641

Description
Cardi B complaint
Grammy Award Show
Why is the FCC not stepping in.
They have gotten out of hand
Ticket: #4636545 - Cardi B - Grammy's

Date: 3/19/2021 2:53:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Melbourne, Florida 33755
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I've been a strip club, my tiny children have not, until after watching the Grammy's. This is ridiculous that it was allowed. It showed how the Grammys were watered down. This should NOT be allowed on television. Why is the world coming to? You have the ability to change the world. Please do not let this be shown.
Ticket: # 4636557 - 2021 Grammy's

Date: 3/19/2021 2:55:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Santa Fe, New Mexico 87507

Description
I don't understand why the Grammy's would televise a performance like Cardi B and Megan the Stallion's WAP knowing the vulgarity of the song in the first place, that was very poor judgement. There are young kids and adults that tune into the Grammy's and I'm sure that you are well aware of that, my 11 year old daughter was watching just to see BTS which was held out to the very end likely to insure the young audience was still watching. This performance was not good for children to watch, we will not be tuning into the Grammy's in the future.
**Description**

I want to file a complaint regarding Cardi B's performance at the Grammy's Awards. It is inconceivable that this would be played on national television. It was a pornographic performance with an untold number of children watching this immoral and disgusting act. I am urging you to not allow this again and to do everything in your power to punish Cardi B for this pornographic performance.
Ticket: # 4636582 - Grammy’s
Date: 3/19/2021 2:59:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Virginia Beach, Virginia 23451

Description
It was disgusting and vulgar. This is NOT a show for families. I will NOT watch this trash again. Cardib is NO role model for kids and you pride yourself as a family channel. Who is accountable for allowing this garbage? Everyone was so upset with this disgusting performance on a show that the whole family watched!
Ticket: # 4636621 - WAP
Date: 3/19/2021 3:06:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Watertown, Wisconsin 53098

Description
I can not believe this was aired on television. Exposing all old and young to that disgusting performance. Brittney kissing Madonna and JT and Jackson have nothing on this. This is why I do not watch awards shows anymore. They are unpredictable and getting more requisite every time. Like their trying to beat the last thing and get ratings up while showing young Americans what to “strive to be”. Might as well air porn on tv nowadays.

Very disappointed
Description
I am writing to complain about the sexual performances that were aired for the Grammy’s. The behaviors acted out in the performances were lewd and not suitable for younger viewers. This type of sexual content SHOULD NOT be allowed on mainstream TV. We will be boycotting this show until something changes.
Ticket: # 4636653 - Obscenity, indecency & profanity on 63rd Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 3:13:01 PM
City/State/Zip: Taylor Mill, Kentucky 41015

Description
Obscene, indecent, profane performances on 2021 Grammys by “Megan Thee Stallion” and “Cardi B” exploiting women and sex. Depicting overt sexual activity. Showcasing an indecent lack of clothing. Broadcasting profane lyrics exploiting women and sex.
Ticket: # 4636667 - INDECENCY primetime TV content

Date: 3/19/2021 3:15:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Carmichael, California 95608
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Grammys 2021 on CBS was more than inappropriate. Cardi B's performance of WAP coming into anyone's living room was a disgrace. I didn't even watch the Grammy's as I am disgusted with the industry. I do have children who most likely have seen this. For CBS to allow this to be aired on their channel during prime time should cause some major repercussions. I am furious and extremely disgusted. FCC needs to solve this major problem.
Ticket: # 4636728 - Grammys - Cardi B Megan thee Stallion

Date: 3/19/2021 3:31:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Kenton, Ohio 43326

Description
The Cardi B Megan thee Stallion performance on the Grammy's was inappropriate and down perverted. They acted like lesbian strippers having sex on stage on prime time TV. This type of programing is not acceptable. Significant fines should be imposed. This must be addressed as it has pushed crossing the line to a whole new level.
Description
The performance by CardiB was borderline porn! This should not have been broadcast without a warning of explicit material! I was quite offended by this and I am a grown woman! It has nothing to do with children - it has everything to do with decency and respect for women!
Description
I don't understand how you can allow something as perverse as the CardiB performance happen. Sports teams get fined for cussing and some require a 10 sec delay to edit ... this is insane. There has to be a certain level of responsibility on producing teams. Some of the drug commercials are hard enough to explain.
Ticket: # 4636806 - Granny’s 2021 CBS
Date: 3/19/2021 3:46:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Maidens, Virginia 23102

Description
How dare CBS a cable network air the disgusting rated X performance that Cardi B presented without the proper warning for parents to take there kids out of the room. It was sick, I’m appalled and will seek damages for corrupting our youth. This should have been aired on Pay Per View I remember the days you cared, sensor Eminem and Janet Jackson, but they allowed this, Im disappointed, CBS needs to be fined, or pay out fines to us families who had to explain why this filth was allowed to be showed on a cable network!
Ticket: # 4636810 - The Grammys

Date: 3/19/2021 3:48:21 PM
City/State/Zip: Stockton, California 95209
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I was offended with the raunchy performance by cardi b and Megan the stallion. It was not appropriate for national television and this type of stuff needs to stop. This belongs in a strip club where it originated. The network did not inform their audience that disgusting behavior would be aired in advance. I could have chosen not to watch the whole show if warned.
Description

I too found the performance by Cardi B and Meghen Thee Stallion distasteful and not at all the message we want to send to our young ladies. I know the Grammys always pushes the boundaries but this was rotten and pornographic.
Ticket: # 4636911 - 2021 Grammy awards
Date: 3/19/2021 4:07:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Houston, Texas 77057

Description
I find the subject matter and enactments of the WAP song extremely inappropriate and too sexually provocative and explicit. It is degrading and disrespectful to the audience.
Ticket: # 4636939 - Inappropriate programming
Date: 3/19/2021 4:12:59 PM
City/State/Zip: Cincinnati, Ohio 45236

Description
Consumer is calling about the Grammy Awards.

It was an outrageous and had no business being broadcast on television.

Consumer asked that a complaint be filed regarding the matter.

***CTR412-phone***
Ticket: # 4636958 - Grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 4:15:33 PM
City/State/Zip: Wichita, Kansas 67205

Description
The vulgarity of the performances displayed on prime time television are sickening and need to stop.
Description
Cardi b and Megan Stallions song WAP was played at the Grammys on March 13th Sunday at 10pm. Have some respect for innocent children in this world! The song is not appropriate to put on tv

Shame
Ticket: # 4637038 - Sexual content at grammys

Date: 3/19/2021 4:31:03 PM  
City/State/Zip: Wailuku, Hawaii 96793

Description
Cardio band Megan the Stallions performance at the grammys is not the way to perform at a well established entertainment venue that has been around forever. These performances should be kept at the strip club where they belong just like the people who performed it! I am appalled that this performance was allowed by the grammys. This should not be accepted as a performance unless in the strip club and NOT honoring women's month period! I have a six year old son and he should not be exposed to this! SHAME ON YOU FOR GLORIFYING THIS PERFORMANCE LIKE IT'S OK FOR W
Description
This so called performance was disgusting!! This what young girls should be looking up to for role models? Give me a break.. that should’ve be sensored, not appropriate for tv viewing!!
Ticket: # 4637064 - STOP ALLOWING AMERICAN FAMILIES TO BE SUBJECTED TO FILTH
Date: 3/19/2021 4:36:23 PM
City/State/Zip: Downingtown, Pennsylvania 19335

Description
The Grammys, The Superbowl, the violence at every turn. There is no program I now trust is safe to watch live with my children. The degradation and lewd performance at this year’s Grammys is now part and parcel of the type of filth I describe. YOU are the entity responsible for allowing this. You look my young daughter in the eye and tell her that is what our culture expects her to become. Disgusting.
Ticket: # 4637072 - Grammy Award Performance

Date: 3/19/2021 4:38:47 PM
City/State/Zip: Kathleen, Georgia 31047

Description
I can’t believe the performance of CardiB and Meghan Thee Stallion on the Grammy Award performance. How is this ok!!!!??? Sick sick world we live in!! The Network and The Grammy Award Association should be fined for allowing it!! Distasteful and obscene!! We take Dr. Seuss books away and allow this!! Our country is going to Hell in a hand basket!!
Description
I am highly offended and disgusted with the performances on that show this past week. Especially Cardi B. That was like pornography. Why is that allowed on primetime TV? Isn't your job to make sure that what airs on these mainstream media channels is clean? Why wasn't that censored?
Ticket: # 4637221 - FOUL WAP Grammy performance

Date: 3/19/2021 5:18:57 PM
City/State/Zip: Charlotte, North Carolina 28277

Description
How is it possible that this foul and disgusting display was allowed on prime time television during a time that my children could be watching. I will never watch the Grammys again, EVER, but the FCC has dropped the ball here. Why bother having an FCC if they will allow this display on national television. OUTRAGEOUS!!!!!!!!
Description
Disgusting, vile and atrocious Grammy's award show that would let MEGAN THEE STALLION AND CARDI B perform their WAP song.
Ticket: # 4637260 - Strip Club at the Grammy Awards
Date: 3/19/2021 5:32:20 PM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10035

Description
Dear Sir/or Madam,

This year's Grammy performance featured a set by performer Cardi B. We were confused as to why/how public television could broadcast a strip show, sex acts and fornication on public television? It was near NC-17 rating. I am requesting an investigation and fines imposed on the Grammys and any station that picked this up to be shown in a public forum. Here is the full broadcast so that you can see how this has no place on public television.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZN2ugv09E
Ticket: # 4637266 - grammy award show

Date: 3/19/2021 5:34:03 PM
City/State/Zip: Rapid City, South Dakota 57702

Description
allowing megan thee stallion and cardi B to perform such vile acts on TV during the Grammy award show.
Ticket: # 4637281 - Cardi B performance on Grammys

Date: 3/19/2021 5:37:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Sanford, Maine 04073

Description
Hello,
I'd like to file a complaint regarding the disgusting performance on the Grammys. I'm sure you know which one I am referring to, but if not, it's the one done by Cardi B for her song WAP, which, if you didn't know, stands for "wet ass pussy". That alone should make it banned from national television. But no, the tv aired two women in highly suggestive poses on tv, which was aired during a time when anybody could see it. It was disgusting and should not have been on tv.
Ticket: # 4637286 - Grammys, March 14th, 8:00 pm
Date: 3/19/2021 5:40:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Concord, North Carolina 28025

Description
CardiB’s performance was an x-rated show, unfit for television.
Ticket: # 4637307 - 2021 Grammys Compliant

Date: 3/19/2021 5:46:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Austin, Texas 78731
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
Performance by cardi b and Megan thee stallion was disgusting. Filled with sexual dance moves. Obviously no one did quality control of the performance prior to being televised on prime TV! Come on FCC put pressure on them to not repeat such behavior. It was a horrible feeling to be subjected to these artists lack of respect and they reinforced unwanted stereotypes.
Ticket: # 4637323 - Inappropriate Grammy Performance

Date: 3/19/2021 5:50:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Tolland, Massachusetts 01034

Description
The WAP performance that was allowed to air was absolutely disgusting and inappropriate. How could this be displayed on cable tv????
Ticket: # 4637356 - Cardi B. and Megan Thee Stallion

Date: 3/19/2021 6:01:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Waxahachie, Texas 75165

Description
As a viewer with young children, I felt this was highly inappropriate for family-friendly television. None of this should be allowed to air on national television.
Ticket: # 4637407 - Cardi B grammys
Date: 3/19/2021 6:24:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Upper Darby, Pennsylvania 19082

Description
I am not how I can walk away from the room and walk back with my children watching uncensored strip pole dancing! What exactly does the FCC do besides insuring sexual predation of our children! Not even Cardi B herself let’s her daughter hear this crap and she never will! This should. Ever happen again at the Grammys or anywhere else
Ticket: # 4637422 - Cardi B
Date: 3/19/2021 6:28:25 PM
City/State/Zip: St. Louis, Missouri 63123

Description
Dear FCC
I would like to make a complaint against Cardi B and Meghan Stallion and their dance show on the Grammy Awards.
I found it offensive and not appropriate for children. It was like a stripper show and very crude.
Please do not allow this on national tv.
Sincerely
Ticket: # 4637446 - Grammy Awards. WAP Megan the Stallion cardinals b
Date: 3/19/2021 6:36:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin 55729
Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description
Horrible! How was this allowed to be aired? Are you doing your job?
Description
So what if they bleeped out the words? Actions speak louder than words. This is a bad joke, that it "Empowers Women" NO!! It empowers men who have power over women, to make those stupid filthy women think they are in power...AND in FRONT OF CHILDREN!
Ticket: # 4637611 - Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion award show performance

Date: 3/19/2021 7:30:54 PM
City/State/Zip: Chardon, Ohio 44024

Description
Their performance of WAP was vulgar and disgusting. Their are children watching that performance that now believe it is acceptable to act like that and call it feminism. They are degrading women.
Ticket: # 4637639 - Cardi b performance.
Date: 3/19/2021 7:45:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Farmingdale, New Jersey 07727

Description
Pornography on prime time tv????? How disgusting and despicable. PORNOGRAPHY YOU WILL BE HEARING FROM LAWYERS!!!!
Ticket: # 4637666 - Grammy performance CardiB and Megan thee Stallion

**Date:** 3/19/2021 8:09:22 PM  
**City/State/Zip:** Morgan Hill, California 95037

**Description**  
Not for family hour! Or any hour on broadcast networks- Disgusting and I’m not a conservative prude by any means.
Ticket: # 4637668 - Grammy Awards 2021
Date: 3/19/2021 8:10:25 PM
City/State/Zip: Highlands Ranch, Colorado 80130

Description
The Grammy awards that were aired on Sunday 3/14 were utterly obscene! The fact that Cardi B's performance of WAP was allowed during prime time on a major network was absolutely disgusting. Where have we gone as a society when children have easy access to this smut? CBS should be gravely penalized for this. NO MORE!!
Description
The Grammy awards portrayed a filthy, sexually explicit dance routine with Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B. Along with horrible lyrics to their "song".
Ticket: # 4637770 - Megan the stallion and cardi B performance on the grammys

Date: 3/19/2021 9:11:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Gaithersburg, Maryland 20879

Description
I feel an awards show should be about giving awards to Artists not of objecting them and showing them scenes inappropriate for persons under 18. The scene show a live performance of strippers lying in bed with a sexual tone. I feel it crossed the line. i saw it on youtube.
Ticket: # 4637797 - grammys cardi b and Megan thee stallion wap performance

Date: 3/19/2021 9:29:40 PM
City/State/Zip: St. Petersburg, Florida 33716

Description
The actions of the WAP performance were totally inappropriate for network TV. I have nieces that love music but I couldn't let them watch this performance. Performances with heavy sexual content and terrible outfits are not appropriate for anyone but especially kids. This clearly crossed the line for inappropriate content for network TV.
Glamorizing serial content is harmful to young women and if certain 4 letter words are not allowed than neither should this content!
Ticket: # 4637815 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/19/2021 9:54:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Lakewood Ranch, Florida 34202

Description
Why was WAP by Cardi B allowed to be shown on the Grammys it is beyond X rated. What kind of filth is now allowed in the name of Music.
Ticket: # 4637864 - Grammy (Cardi & Megan Pussy Fest)

Date: 3/19/2021 10:49:32 PM
City/State/Zip: Goshen, Indiana 46526

Description
I have a problem with women slapping their “wet as pussies” together in a bed on a stage. Ok, if it weren’t for them hardly having clothes on, it was porn. This was packaged up to look like “entertainment” when really there should be a family-friendly level of entertainment on ALL free tv programming at ALL hours. So inappropriate and makes me uncomfortable that talent is no longer required to be on air, just someone willing to turn tv into their strip club for all to see.
Ticket: # 4637879 - Grammy awards
Date: 3/19/2021 11:10:05 PM
City/State/Zip: Sacramento, California 95864

Description
I find it despicable that the fcc allowed the Grammys to air a strip shoe on national tv. How can you allow children to see that kind of content without an MA rating? I think the Grammys should be fined like the Super Bowl bloopers. It’s ridiculous.
Ticket: # 4637881 - Grammys 2021 Aired 3/14  7:00 cst
Date: 3/19/2021 11:10:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57103

Description
Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion performance was nasty and the words to W.A.P are just as disgusting. Lookup the lyrics. So shocked to see and hear this on a show watched by families. The Grammy's have always been so entertaining. Will never watch them again. What a poor example of a woman Cardi B is. Well, she got the attention she wanted at any cost.
Ticket: # 4637920 - obscenity at the Grammys

Date: 3/20/2021 12:00:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Kendall Park, New Jersey 08824
Company Complaining About: Comcast

Description
I'm appalled at the flagrant lewd acts performed during Cardi B's segment. This is absolutely not entertainment for public television, and absolutely not appropriate for a family friendly shows. I'm incensed that I would have to explain this to children. Please enforce the obscenity guidelines you have stated on your website and fine this violation! Thank you.
Ticket: # 4637931 - Grammy Performance

Date: 3/20/2021 12:09:52 AM
City/State/Zip: Knoxville, Tennessee 37922

Description
The Grammy’s were more like a porn show! This is not the type of programming that should be on public television. Trash such as this need to be removed from public viewing!
Ticket: # 4637932 - 2021 GRAMMYS

Date: 3/20/2021 12:10:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Poulsbo, Washington 98370

Description
Apparently there's no need for the FCC any longer since you allowed that trash to air on Sunday. Are there no decency standards any more? I'm no prude but that is not ok for prime time, do your job! I'll be contacting CBS also, what a bunch of sleezeballs.
Ticket: # 4637937 - Grammys
Date: 3/20/2021 12:12:21 AM
City/State/Zip: Waxahachie, Texas 75165
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The performance by Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion was filthy and not appropriate for primetime network television. It was pornographic. Please don't let this happen again.
Ticket: # 4637940 - WAP
Date: 3/20/2021 12:21:26 AM
City/State/Zip: Anywhere, Kansas 99999
Company Complaining About: Grammys

Description
WAP performance on Grammys was a disgrace. Shame on you for airing that for kids to see. I turned the Grammys off and will never watch them again.
Description
Lewdness, hyper sexuality, objectifying women, sex trade on prime time TV, continuous use of inappropriate language on prime time TV, x-rated stripper show presented on prime-time television, complete lack of morals & ethics, Indecency
Ticket: # 4637961 - Grammy porn show - Great for our kids!

Date: 3/20/2021 1:15:02 AM
City/State/Zip: Germantown, Maryland 20874

Description
I was disgusted and shocked to see the porn that was permitted to be shown over the airwaves. CBS needs to have its license revoked. There is only so much time parents can spend supervising what their kids watch on TV. That's why we block the riskier channels. But CBS is *broadcast* and available to anyone with a TV. Its radio waves get into my house whether I want them or not. Keep their porn out of my house!
Ticket: # 4637985 - Grammy Performance

Date: 3/20/2021 2:36:53 AM
City/State/Zip: Youngstown, Ohio 44509

Description
I found it disgusting that Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion got to perform a pornographic display of their song WAP on the Grammys. They are not role models and it was wrong and gross and needs to be addressed.
Ticket: # 4638025 - Complaint about Grammys prime time show

Date: 3/20/2021 6:14:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Stoughton, Massachusetts 02072

Description
I am appalled and shocked that cardi b was allowed to act the way she did in an R rated sexual way on prime time tv for all to see—all ages. It was disgusting and should have never been allowed for young children to be able to see. This is a real shame. Someone dropped the ball and the network should be held accountable, however the damage is done.
Description
The Cardi B WAP performance during the 2021 Grammys was absolutely unacceptable for live television. It was offensive and inappropriate. The lyrics, language, costumes and dancing were completely obscene. This kind of performance should not be permitted or promoted on live television. Indecent to the max. Whoever coordinated that should be ashamed. This is wildly inappropriate. Nothing about the performance was PG in nature, and Cardi B is out of line for defending her vulgar actions.
Ticket: # 4638073 - Grammy's content

Date: 3/20/2021 8:32:14 AM
City/State/Zip: Brookline, Massachusetts 02445

Description
The performance of the song WAP was geared to mature audiences with its highly sexual content. The performers simulated sexual acts, sang about, well their wet a** pu**ies, and wore thongs. How can anyone at CBS think this is acceptable for a program awarding musical artists for their influence in the mainstream? Children watch these shows as music is a part of their lives and culture. It's an attack on childhood to force this type of pornographic content on them. As they are simply trying to watch an awards show.
Ticket: # 4638094 - The Grammys
Date: 3/20/2021 9:16:23 AM
City/State/Zip: Eggs, Idaho 20850

Description
Women half naked don't need to be dancing on poles and have cash thrown at them on tv for ANYBODY to see
Ticket: # 4638116 - Cardi B Grammy performance
Date: 3/20/2021 9:42:53 AM
City/State/Zip: Johns Island, South Carolina 29455
Company Complaining About: Directv

Description
Cardi B's grammy performance was softcore porn. Children watch the Grammy's. It should never have been broadcasted during primetime. I do not care what goes on in other's bedrooms, but their sex lives should not be broadcast on national television. The performance was an assault on the dignity of women. Also on American society.
Ticket: # 4638123 - Grammys 2021
Date: 3/20/2021 9:47:00 AM
City/State/Zip: Topeka, Kansas 66605

Description
What was broadcasted during the Grammys this year was disgusting. In a world where we are told we are to be respecting women, I cannot believe this was allowed to air. Thank you for taking the time to process my submission.
Description
I sent a complaint about the luteness and obscene content allowed on PRIMETIME on the Grammies! Such a disgrace and should not happen! Where are the restrictions for this type of broadcasting! I did not receive confirmation of receipt of complaint so sending again! Please confirm receipt
Thank you!
Ticket: # 4638147 - Grammy performance

Date: 3/20/2021 10:05:45 AM
City/State/Zip: Pamplin, Virginia 23958

Description
Cardi B performance at Grammy was obscene. On the verge of pornographic. I would like cbs fined to deter from future prime time performances of this nature.
Ticket: # 4638160 - Grammy Performance

Date: 3/20/2021 10:41:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Rapid City, South Dakota 57701

Description
WAP - Utterly disgusting.
Ticket: # 4638161 - Grammys on cbs

Date: 3/20/2021 10:41:40 AM
City/State/Zip: Williston, North Dakota 58801

Description
Wet-ass-pussy song and performance. Please justify airing this performance on prime time tv.
Description
CARDI B PERFORMANCE WITH PROSTITUTES AND STRIPPERS. our children had to watch this filth. Should be banned, fined and never allowed to be broadcast again. R rated content almost x rated. CANCEL CBS AND EVERYONE WHO BROADCAST. CARDI B AND WAP.
Ticket: # 4638301 - The 2021 Grammys  
Date: 3/20/2021 12:23:00 PM  
City/State/Zip: Leadville, Colorado 80461  
Company Complaining About: Cbs  

Description  
I'm appalled the way women portray themselves. Everyone is so worried about racism (I'm not racist) but I am when it comes to airing such filth. If this is what needs to be aired on tv, watching Cardi B and her trashy show, why is it okay? Is it because she is Black? It is no wonder society is so screwed up. This is a disgrace to women. Back in the late 70's a radio station aired the word SHIT and the next day the radio station was taken off the air. It is time tv cleans up their act and requires these so called performers, actors and whatever else to clean up their acts, music and have respect for us who watch tv to enjoy watching it and not have to flip through channels because we have our children sitting watching without warning.
Ticket: # 4638370 - Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion WAP performance on the Grammys

Date: 3/20/2021 1:24:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Anderson, South Carolina 29621

Description
I am highlighted disappointed that WAP was allowed to air on prime time TV. The performers were barely dressed with more skin showing than covered. Their performance was loaded with sexual acts inappropriate for major network prime time. The lyrics of the song are vulgar and offensive.
Ticket: # 4638375 - 2021 Grammy’s
Date: 3/20/2021 1:26:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Medina, Ohio 44256

Description
The 2021 Grammy’s this year was the worst yet. Vulgar, disgusting, raunchy, pornographic - to say the least. Even my 20 yr old was wondering if the back-up dancers were all prostitutes!
If this is where network TV is heading- we won't continue to watch- period!
Ticket: # 4638394 - Grammy's WAP performance
Date: 3/20/2021 1:34:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Indialantic, Florida 32903

Description
I am not offended at the performance, but I am 65 and have no children at home. However, the Grammy's should be put on notice that performances that amount to porn or stripper behavior are not to be viewed on public channels during prime time.
Ticket: # 4638523 - Lewd subjective and offensive manner on public television

Date: 3/20/2021 3:07:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Midland, Texas 79705

Description
Lewd subjective and offensive manner on public television. Grammy awards performance of Cardi B. Absolutely inappropriate for children. Subsequently I request a full investigation into the matter to further protect the nations children from sexual perversions.
Description
I can't begin to tell you how offense the Cardi B performance was. BUT AFTER a week it still makes me angry. This is not women empowering woman. The acroynms are offense to me and this type of performance does not empower woman it degrades them. This should never been allowed on prime time tv.
The FCC needs to clean up its act. The performance that Cardi B gave at the Grammy awards this month was a disgrace. I am livid that you would air such filth on prime time TV. I insist that you remove programs like this from public television viewing. Her lewd and disgraceful music performance bordered on lesbian pornography and it will not be tolerated in my home. You won’t allow certain cursewords to be spoken on TV yet you will allow visual filth and trash to be portrayed to young children. This was a disgrace for all the nations children who were watching this program. I implore you to pull programs with such filthy nature from public broadcasting.
Description
Cardi B’s vile performance was anything but family friendly. Folks are worried about Dr. Suess offending people and then praise trash like Cardi B’s lewd performance just to appease a small percentage of the population. Time to bring back real talent that is appropriate for children and families.
Ticket: # 4638744 - Tv programming
Date: 3/20/2021 6:04:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Newcastle, Oklahoma 73065

Description
Cardi B and the other Chick. I can't take my kids into a strip club so this performance should not have been on public television.
Description
Grammys Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B performance was beyond indecent. It was basically a raunchy simulation of sex. With loads of other extreme sex references. NOT at all within the Pg-13 guidelines. Needs to be sanctioned and fined publicly to ensure there are no repeats of this.
Ticket: # 4638800 - Grammys

Date: 3/20/2021 6:49:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Leesburg, Georgia 31763

Description
(b) (6)
Ticket: # 4638842 - Inappropriate and obscene performances during Grammy’s

Date: 3/20/2021 7:29:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Turlock, California 95382

Description
The performances during the Grammys were obscene, graphic, and inappropriate for viewers. This is supposed to be family oriented. I had to turn it off as I was watching it with my children! This is something that is supposed to be monitored! If they bleep our curse words why are you allowing pornographic gestures to be done?! Something needs to be done and that newt work should be fined for allowing that performance to happen!
Ticket: # 4638854 - indecent complaint - Grammy performance

Date: 3/20/2021 7:41:29 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilton, Wisconsin 54670

Description
I would like to file a complaint regarding the Grammy performance by Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B. This was totally inappropriate for prime time television. In fact, I think it does not belong on television at all. The thongs worn did not belong on TV. The moves were pornographic. The whole performance belonged in a strip club not my home.
Ticket: # 4638862 - CBS Grammies show

Date: 3/20/2021 7:53:17 PM
City/State/Zip: Mankato, Minnesota 56002
Company Complaining About: Consolidated Communications

Description
Foul, indecent, disgusting show that I cringed thinking that my grandparents and elders were watching. This was not appropriate and frankly belonged on a pay per view. Remember CBS a greater portion of the population is seniors!!
Description
The broadcast of the Grammys and the WAP song was incredibly inappropriate. Broadcast networks have sunk to a new low and this garbage should not have been allowed. Please fine the network to the highest levels possible. They should be very ashamed for those lyrics and letting them send it into peoples homes. What’s the matter with this country?
Ticket: # 4638913 - Grammys WAP

Date: 3/20/2021 9:04:51 PM
City/State/Zip: Piedmont, Oklahoma 73099

Description
This is highly inappropriate for prime time tv and should be handled appropriately.
Ticket: # 4638927 - Cardi B
Date: 3/20/2021 9:13:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Miami, Florida 33125

Description
She behaves like a stripper with a low grade fever on national television and the FCC Does nothing. How much pussy rubbing or Wet ass pussy can the FCC allow before your all defunded ? I remember growing up Dragon ball Z could not show fight scenes with blood and that was a Japanese Anime. Now your all allowing this stripper to shove this garbage down our children's brain. I am ashamed of the FCC grow a spine and do your jobs.
Ticket: # 4638931 - Cardi B
Date: 3/20/2021 9:19:09 PM
City/State/Zip: New Holland, Pennsylvania 17557

Description
The Cardi B Grammy presentation was disgusting. What’s with the gyrations? The exposed skin? The sexual movements? Is there no one with decency reviewing this material for a prime time audience? Who is more disgusting: the performers or the people who allow this to happen?
Ticket: # 4638986 - Grammy performance

Date: 3/20/2021 10:17:08 PM
City/State/Zip: Sweetgrass, Montana 49474
Company Complaining About: Google

Description
Disgusting lude and overtly sexual performance when the show is supposed to be family friendly. Wet ass pussy???? Really out of all of the songs in this world that one is deemed family friendly. Disgusted viewer.
Ticket: # 4638989 - Grammy 2021
Date: 3/20/2021 10:18:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Coventry, Rhode Island 02816

Description
The 2021 Grammy's were a disgrace to the music culture! Allowing such a vulgar song and performance on TV is disgusting. I will no longer watch the Grammy’s due to the poor taste in the music it represents. Cardi B-WAP is not made gor TV and general audiences.
Ticket: # 4638999 - Grammys 2021 Pornography

Date: 3/20/2021 10:46:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Florence, South Carolina 29502

Description
The indecent exposure and pornography shown on the Grammys should NEVER have been allowed. Completely UNACCEPTABLE.
Ticket: # 4639007 - W.a.p. video
Date: 3/20/2021 10:51:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Ft Wayne, Indiana 46815

Description
This video and these women should not be on television. Children watched and were tragically traumatized. They thought they were watching a awards show, but it was pointless, sexual, and extremely explicitly unacceptable.
Ticket: # 4639011 - pornography on the grammys on NBC 5 in dfw
Date: 3/20/2021 10:53:11 PM
City/State/Zip: Double Oak, Texas 75077

Description
I witnessed the pornography on channel 5 in the Dallas market during the Grammy program where Cardi B and Meghan performed simulated sex acts during network programming. I was horrified that this was permitted during prime time on the nations owned airwaves. I would like to file a complaint against DFW channel five and the NBC network for allowing this pornographic display to occur during a time when children were watching. This clearly is an attempt to expose children to pornography and should result in the loss of the license due to the possible exposure of children pornographic images in Texas. I am horrified at this and wish this to be addressed at the highest possible level. Unbelievable and indecent.
Ticket: # 4639013 - Grammys

Date: 3/20/2021 10:53:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52405

Description
Disgusting display of a strip club show on national tv!!! Totally unacceptable for prime time tv!!!
Ticket: # 4639057 - WAP Performance on Grammys

Date: 3/21/2021 12:46:47 AM
City/State/Zip: San Clemente, California 92673

Description
Sexually explicit content that was not rated properly.
Ticket: # 4639070 - WAP
Date: 3/21/2021 1:25:06 AM
City/State/Zip: Friendswood, Texas 77546

Description
Performance was simulating sex acts and was inappropriate material for an awards program broadcast on network television before 10:00pm.
Ticket: # 4639147 - Grammy Awards

Date: 3/21/2021 8:22:28 AM

City/State/Zip: Hayesville, North Carolina 28904

Company Complaining About: Assurance Wireless

Description

WHY is porn on regular tv? WHY was a "singer" singing vulgar garbage and humping on a girl on stage? Is that smut legal now?
Ticket: # 4639166 - Grammy's Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion

Date: 3/21/2021 9:19:27 AM
City/State/Zip: Toronto, Ohio 43964

Description
It was appalling to see something that looked like it was meant for an adult stage rather than the Grammy's to be on national TV and then to read that parents were watching with their children just made it worse. How can children's books and cartoons be condemned but WAP is publicly displayed with them rolling around on a giant purple bed and acting like they're performing sex acts on national TV? How is this ok?
Ticket: # 4639197 - CBS obscene programming during 2021 Grammy's

Date: 3/21/2021 10:01:25 AM
City/State/Zip: Powhatan, Virginia 23139

Description
I just read that it is unlawful to air obscene programming. If this is true, then CBS needs to be held accountable and penalized. In addition to the obscene behavior that CBS aired, I would type the words to "WAP" in this email however, the reader may take offense to this email if I did. I shouldn't even type what WAP stands for. There is some entity that governs what public broadcasters are allowed to air, don't know what it is, but if this goes unpunished, then they are CLEARLY NOT DOING THEIR JOB!!!. CBS program/ Grammy Awards 2021/ don't know exactly what time the performance aired.
Ticket: # 4639199 - Grammys
Date: 3/21/2021 10:02:58 AM
City/State/Zip: Marietta, Georgia 30066

Description
The music performance by Cardi B and Megan the Stallion was horrendous. In no way should this content be aired on prime time television.
Ticket: # 4639211 - performance at the Grammy Awards
Date: 3/21/2021 10:17:50 AM
City/State/Zip: Hermitage, Pennsylvania 16148-5418

Description
I cannot believe the performance by Megan thee stallion and Cardi B was allowed to be broadcast on television. This is not appropriate for regular television and should never be have been allowed. The FCC should issue a lot of fines to all involved and the network for permitting the performance.
Ticket: # 4639231 - Grammys
Date: 3/21/2021 10:28:11 AM
City/State/Zip: Poughkeepsie, New York 12603

Description
The performance by Cardi B at the Grammys was absolutely inappropriate. They rehearse these performances and they should be viewed and approved before airing on national television beforehand. Whoever decided that a stripper humping the pole, wiping her vagina and then scissoring another girl on a huge bed during an awards ceremony to a song called wet ass pussy was acceptable should be fired. And this is why no one watches these awards anymore.
Ticket: # 4639247 - Cardi B./The Grammys

Date: 3/21/2021 10:50:47 AM
City/State/Zip: La Plata, Maryland 20646

Description
Pornographic performance during prime time on a mainstream network when children could have been watching. The majority of the people I know are outraged that this performance was allowed to air.
Ticket: # 4639278 - Grammys
Date: 3/21/2021 11:35:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Keller, Texas 76248

Description
WAP performance-CBS should be fined-true garbage during prime time!!
Description
The Grammy's were disgusting to say the least. Why would you let CBS broadcast such indecent performances of women pole dancing, spreading their legs, crawling around like a xxx rated movie. I was appalled, and even loving music, could not watch the show in entirety. Get some decency back into Primetime! Fine the heck out of CBS!!!!!
Ticket: # 4639293 - Cardi b Grammy performance of wap

Date: 3/21/2021 11:47:17 AM
City/State/Zip: Brandenburg, Kentucky 40108
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
This was a disgusting vulgar display of women having sex. I am disgusted that the FCC has allowed the Grammys a supposedly family show to put on a R to X rated obscene show!
Ticket: # 4639343 - Grammy Awards - Cardi B

Date: 3/21/2021 12:45:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Bixby, Oklahoma 74008

Description
Cardi B's performance at the 2021 Grammy's was vulgar, obscene, and indecent!
Ticket: # 4639361 - Cardi B
Date: 3/21/2021 1:05:42 PM
City/State/Zip: Warsaw, Kentucky 41095

Description
That so called “awards” show she and that Megan “performed” at, and I use that term quite loosely, was atrocious!! What happened to you guys? Were you all on vacation? Day off? Didn’t care? Or was there some other reason for your lack of
Ticket: # 4639366 - Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion performance on the Grammys

Date: 3/21/2021 1:12:10 PM
City/State/Zip: Terrell, Texas 75161

Description
That performance was WILDLY inappropriate for Television. And the host's disclaimer of "Tell your kids it's about bathing a cat" was just as bad! Whomever approved this for television needs to be written up. Some things STILL aren't for EVERYONE'S viewing. It was disgusting. What can be done to solve my problem is for people to start caring again and paying attention to what is out there for everyone to see.
Ticket: # 4639381 - 2021 Grammy Awards Show
Date: 3/21/2021 1:35:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Azle, Texas 76020

Description
This was uncalled for the scenes that were happening basically pornagraphic. Would you let your children or grandchilden watch it why even have the show. too.
Ticket: # 4639383 - Obscene broadcast during family prime time

Date: 3/21/2021 1:38:26 PM
City/State/Zip: Snellville, Georgia 30039

Description
The recent Grammy awards have stooped to a new low in broadcasting, and it is unbelievable to me that the FCC allowed certain acts to "perform." The CardiB performance, in particular, was nothing if not obscene in both actions and in song "lyrics" and should not have been shown on prime time TV. We should be able to watch a TV show on a regular network with our children and grandchildren without having to see acts like this. Please take action to prevent this in the future and to penalize the Grammy Awards for showing this.
Ticket: # 4639403 - Grammy Performance

Date: 3/21/2021 1:54:14 PM
City/State/Zip: Beggs, Oklahoma 74421

Description
I was appalled at the WAP song at the Grammy Performance. This was highly offensive and shouldn’t be allowed on TV.
Please do not allow material like that on regular TV again.
Ticket: # 4639431 - Grammys
Date: 3/21/2021 2:37:12 PM
City/State/Zip: Dade City, Florida 33525

Description
Allowing such disgustingly obscene programming as the Grammys performance which I refuse to name is so appalling, how can the FCC say it regulates anything?? The lyrics of that song are extremely perverse, profane and demoralizing. The FCC has got to better than that! The majority of the People of the United States does not appreciate allowing this indecency to be aired.
Ticket: # 4639442 - Grammys
Date: 3/21/2021 2:43:48 PM
City/State/Zip: Bloomington, Minnesota 55437-3013

Description
I should not have to be subjected to the trash of cardi b acting like a hooker on TV when kids can watch. This was disgusting and vial. She is disgusting and x rated.
Ticket: # 4639446 - 63rd Annual Grammy Awards
Date: 3/21/2021 2:45:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Fort Mill, South Carolina 29708

Description
I just found out where to file my complaint on this. How is it that pornographic content throughout the show, including a song called Wet Ass P*ssy is aloud to be broadcast on national television.??The disgust I have over this is only made worse by the fact that this occurred during Womens History Month. What an insult to every strong, talented and capable woman. The show would make you believe women are all strippers or sex workers. Disgraceful and I am furious this was allowed to be aired in to our homes. Who in the world would have approved that song, the backdrop of the choreography for a Prime Time show? Wondering what FCC recommends we say to our teens who were watching the show. The Grammys, network and performers should be fined heavily for this violation.
Ticket: # 4639475 - grammy
Date: 3/21/2021 3:06:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Inola, Oklahoma 74036

Description
this is what you think is on to show our children
Ticket: # 4639487 - Filthy program on CBS

Date: 3/21/2021 3:15:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Joshua, Texas 76058

Description
The Grammy Awards Show last week on CBS was filled with sexual innuendo and blatant sexual acts unfit for adult viewing and most importantly for viewing by minors. CBS should be fined for failure to uphold common decency and morals. The show was just filthy. My family is boycotting CBS and any other network or station that allows this kind of programming. Big fines are called for.
Description
Vulgar show to put on television with young children watching. Please review what you put on television when millions are watching. No sexual acts or humping should be performed. I am surprised that I even have to tell producers that it is bad. They should know that sexual acts on a stage are not good for people to see. Ratings is what they are looking for. I do believe ratings are down and maybe you will be able to see that people are tired of this perverse behavior. It is on your conscience that you show this to young people. You will be judged accordingly. Thank you.
Ticket: # 4639518 - Emmy awards cardi B act
Date: 3/21/2021 3:44:27 PM
City/State/Zip: Mooresville, Indiana 46158
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This vulgar obscene display of wet ass pussy has no business being on prime time national television. Don’t pander to the mob. I’m surprised $1 bills weren’t being thrown at the porn act. You need to fine the Emmy event not just the channel. Sickening to me & im an adult. What next??
Ticket: # 4639531 - Obscenity and vulgarity on TV
Date: 3/21/2021 3:52:44 PM
City/State/Zip: Beachwood, Ohio 44122

Description
On 3/14/2021 Grammys were broadcast on CBS. The performance by Cardi B and Meghan thee stallion were extremely vulgar and obscene. The whole performance was pornographic and disgusting. This and other performances, like the one by Dua Lipa, are more like strip clubs. Action needs to be taken against CBS for broadcasting this filth.
Ticket: # 4639536 - Cardi B and Megan performance on CBS on Grammy’s
Date: 3/21/2021 3:59:58 PM
City/State/Zip: Benton, Arkansas 72015

Description
The performance was disgusting and not suitable for prime time television. It was like watching a porn show and the lyrics are also inappropriate. There should be repercussions to CBS.
Ticket: # 4639572 - Grammy Performance
Date: 3/21/2021 4:26:19 PM
City/State/Zip: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19111-1366

Description
The Grammy Performance of Cardi B and Meg the Stallion were completely inappropriate for television. It is one thing if that is what they chose to do but it should not be shoved down millions of people throats. It is degrading and vulgar and not meant for primetime tv. I should be able to have my family watch a program on TV that is suppose to be family oriented and not have to worry about explaining why actual people can't and don't act like that in public. That is not women power, it is degrading and disgusting.
Description
Prime time television should not be broadcasting pornographic material. Networks responsible for this should pay a high price. Where will the line be drawn?
Ticket: # 4639622 - Cardi B's Grammy Act on CBS 7PM March 14, 2021

Date: 3/21/2021 5:10:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73159

Description
I was shocked by the sexual behavior exhibited by Cardi on the Grammy Awards! Please never let such indecency happen again.
Ticket: # 4639716 - The Grammy’s
Date: 3/21/2021 7:20:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Tulsa, Oklahoma 74137

Description
Please clean this show up. Kids and teens should be able to watch these shows with their families without fear for what they will be exposed to. Cardi B's “performance” was horrendous. Please, do something about performances like this in the future.
Ticket: # 4639793 - Grammys
Date: 3/21/2021 9:00:39 PM
City/State/Zip: Indianapolis, Indiana 46227

Description
Disgusting song WAP and the "act" that went with it!
Dear FCC,

Contacting your office to register a complaint for the recent broadcast on CBS of the Grammy Awards. The content during musical performance of 'Cardi B' was Obscene content and does not have protection by the First Amendment, in my opinion. The scenes in the performance were clearly designed to appeal to an average person's prurient interest; and depicted or described sexual conduct in a "patently offensive" way; and, taken as a whole, lack serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value.

The performance was a clear indication of Indecent content that portrayed sexual (two female objects in what looked to be some sexual act was patently offensive. That performance from what I observed would be considered a public nuisance. For example, if the scene simulating some type of sexual act between two women were performed in public square of any town USA that would be grounds for a charge or public indecency or nuisance act at minimum.
Ticket: # 4639845 - Inappropriate and Graphic

Date: 3/21/2021 9:49:03 PM
City/State/Zip: West Haven, Connecticut 06516

Description
The past Grammy awards had a performance that was completely not appropriate for television and there was no warning given of the sexual content that was coming. The performers “Cardi Bi and Megan Stallion “ performance could be considered soft core porn. This should not be considered appropriate for these types of programs in the future. I have 2 small children and I would never again allow them to watch the Grammys.
Ticket: # 4639884 - Grammy Awards Cardi B Performance

Date: 3/21/2021 10:30:55 PM
City/State/Zip: Jonesboro, Arkansas 72401

Description
This was a disgusting and inappropriate performance and I cannot believe that she was allowed to do that on National tv!! It was soft core porn. Children may have seen this. This network needs to be paying a hefty fine for allowing this.
Ticket: # 4639896 - Inappropriate subject matter during prime time hours

Date: 3/21/2021 10:39:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Murfreesboro, Tennessee 37129

Description
The subject matter and provocative and inappropriate lyrics and performances at the 63 Grammys.
Ticket: # 4639898 - Grammy's Prime Time Sexually Explicit performers
Date: 3/21/2021 10:40:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Burlington, North Carolina 27215

Description
(b) (6)
Ticket: # 4639936 - Indecency
Date: 3/21/2021 11:21:09 PM
City/State/Zip: Gsrner, North Carolina 27529

Description
Pornographic depiction of sec act broadcast on the Grammy Awards. Most delicious not suitable for young children and those that some type of moral upbringing.
Ticket: # 4639973 - Megan Thee Stallion and Cardi B Grammy Performance

Date: 3/22/2021 12:30:37 AM
City/State/Zip: Cary, North Carolina 27513

Description
This performance was absolutely revolting. These two ladies were quite literally glorifying sex on tv. That performance was not safe for little kids and they should be punished rightfully so for thinking it was okay to do this on live tv.
Ticket: # 4640054 - Grammy’s Cardi B Megan Thee Stallion
Date: 3/22/2021 7:37:04 AM
City/State/Zip: Tomah, Wisconsin 54660

Description
Televising the so called sexual performance during prime time is inappropriate and sets a bad example for our youth and country.
Ticket: # 4640125 - Pornography on TV
Date: 3/22/2021 8:56:40 AM
City/State/Zip: New York, New York 10013
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The March 14 2021 Grammys where "Cardi b" and some other female portrayed homosexual sex on a bed on broadcast TV should be prohibitively fined and never allowed.
Ticket: # 4640245 - Grammys 2021
Date: 3/22/2021 9:58:32 AM
City/State/Zip: Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57103

Description
Cardi B with Meghan Stallion performance. Then Noah Trevor's girating after that vulgar and profane song. I will never watch the Grammys again. Talked about this with many friends and we all say the same thing..... done with the smut on the Grammys!!!
Ticket: # 4640542 - Television Indecency Complaint

Date: 3/22/2021 11:28:29 AM
City/State/Zip: St. Louis, Missouri 63127

Description
From: [b] (6)
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2021 2:17 PM
Subject: Grammy's 2021

Hello,

My name is [b] (6) St. Louis, MO. I wanted to make a complaint about allowing such vulgar and disgusting dancing and songs to be played at the Grammy. The person in charge of overseeing the songs (WAP) and dancers (CardiB) dropped the ball and let filth play over the air waves. FCC is the top of the food chain if you will and should put a hammer on all the other companies who try to filter for the average citizen. I do not want to see or hear that type of music again.

Kindly,

[b] (6)

[b] (6)

[b] (6)
Ticket: # 4640707 - Vulgarity on the Grammys
Date: 3/22/2021 12:05:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Seward, Nebraska 68434

Description
The performance of WAP on the Grammys during prime time. Not appropriate for prime time or anytime on TV.
Ticket: # 4640752 - Grammy's performance CardiB

Date: 3/22/2021 12:19:00 PM
City/State/Zip: Belmont, North Carolina 28012
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This CardiB performance at The Grammys was vulgar and disgusting! It shouldn't have been allowed on network TV!
Ticket: # 4640821 - Grammy performance

Date: 3/22/2021 12:32:24 PM
City/State/Zip: Clayton, North Carolina 27527

Description
Hello, I just want to say that the grammy performance with Cardi B was disgusting. I will not watch the grammys again if this is the type of entertainment that's provided.
Thank you
Ticket: # 4640826 - Grammy's Indecent Performances

Date: 3/22/2021 12:32:56 PM

City/State/Zip: Abbeville, Georgia 31001-1823

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
I do not know if I have routed my complaint to the proper channel, but it is worth a try. I am writing this to issue a protest to what most Americans consider indecent performances on Television. Specifically, in this case, 2021 Grammy Awards and the Cardi B (WAP) performance. This, in one word, is PORNOGRAPHY. Please help us by weeding out performances that are indecent and offensive in nature. These type of performances happen all too often on TV and we should have some sort of line that can be drawn as to what we are subjected to in our homes. Please Help!
Ticket: # 4640974 - Television Indecency Complaint
Date: 3/22/2021 1:01:48 PM

Description
From: [redacted]
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2021 7:54 PM
Subject: Grammy Awards promoting pornography

Having looked up the word WAP to understand the meaning in a news article I was directed to a song that was aired on the CBS 2021 Grammy awards show, I was shocked!! Could you please explain why this is not classed as a pornographic song and why CBS are allowed to get away with airing such filth at a time when there are possibly young children viewing. If this is not against the law then the F.C.C. needs to be abolished as it is completely ineffectual and without meaning.

Disgusted and shocked, [redacted]
Description
How could this pornography be allowed to be viewed on national television. Any child can watch this. No one there is so much HUMAN trafficking and exploitation going on. This was disgusting garbage. Anything referring to genitalia should not be aired on network tv.
Ticket: # 4642001 - Indecent Tv

Date: 3/22/2021 4:24:04 PM
City/State/Zip: Mansfield, Texas 76063

Description
Customer is calling in regards to the Grammy's. She states she saw the push back for the Grammy's' and states she only sees 80 people complained about it. Customer is looking to file a complaint on the phone today in regards to this. She is outraged her children saw this. She can not believe the FCC allowed this.

***CTR417-phone***
Ticket: # 4642291 - Grammys/CBS/Cardi B/Megan Thee Stallion/WAP
Date: 3/22/2021 5:39:37 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilson, North Carolina 27893
Company Complaining About: Cbs

Description
Their act/show/performance was inappropriate, offensive, pornographic, obscene, and should NEVER have been allowed on regular TV. I don't watch this filth, saw it on the news. I was told PORN has their own award show put them on that. Please take maximum action against them.
Ticket: # 4642306 - Grammys/CBS/Cardi B/Megan Thee Stallion/WAP

Date: 3/22/2021 5:44:06 PM
City/State/Zip: Wilson, North Carolina 27893
Company Complaining About: CBS

Description
Their show was inappropriate and pornographic and should not have been allow on TV. Please give them the maximum penalty.
Ticket: # 4642372 - The Cardi B Grammy performance  
Date: 3/22/2021 6:04:08 PM  
City/State/Zip: Puyallup, Washington 98375  

Description  
This is the most disrespectful and disgusting thing I have ever been forced to witness. I did not know that kind of performance would happen on an award show!! I was not given an option to turn away until after it was on my tv...this is unacceptable in every way!!!!!!! The only way to fix this is to never show this kind of this on TV again. If someone wants to watch that them they should go to a show not make everyone else watch on tv!!!
Description
My husband & I watched the Grammy Awards (on CBS); which we have always thought of as a program suitable for family viewing. We definitely do not feel like that anymore. We missed the beginning of the program but I understand that it was rated PG. We do not agree with this rating since the song & dance act by Cardi B/ Megan Thee Stallion to the song WAP was extremely vulgar. The words were frequently bleeped out. The remaining lyrics were also obscene, vulgar & sexually explicit. The dance moves were lascivious- mimicking the sex act. The scenery contained a bed & a stripper's pole. The costumes allowed for every female's entire buttocks to be exposed. This act was not suitable for children or teen viewing even if a parent was in attendance. It was equivalent to taking a child into a strip joint which would be exposing a child to porn. We also understand that we missed the guy that was wearing a penis on a necklace. We cannot understand how this was rated PG. If you think I am exaggerating just google the words to WAP. That is the song for the performance in question. We were very disappointed that CBS did not provide a program suitable for family viewing. We won't be watching the Grammy's ever again because we don't watch porn. That is what this was. We are hoping that the FCC could in the future have better control of this kind of programming content. Their should have been a warning prior to the viewing of that act during the program. Sadly, it seems that we can no longer expect to have decent family shows anymore. Thanks to whomever will address this issue.
Ticket: # 4642794 - Grammy Award Carli B and Megan Three Stallions performance of WAP

Date: 3/22/2021 9:22:50 PM
City/State/Zip: Elk Grove, California 95624

Description
The performance of the song WAP (wet ass pussy) with words slightly changed was a total pornographic performance in Prime Time on CBS during the Grammy Awards. If this was in a movie, it would get and R or X rating. Future performance should be banned on public channels and only be allowed on subscribed channels with X ratings.
Ticket: # 4642804 - Grammy's 20201
Date: 3/22/2021 9:29:53 PM
City/State/Zip: Olathe, Kansas 66062

Description
Cardi B performance WAP (need I say any more?)
Ticket: # 4642830 - Inappropriate vulgar obscenities during Grammy's

Date: 3/22/2021 9:38:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Olathe, Kansas 66062

Description
Cardi B’ song & performance are in direct violation of your definition of inappropriate.
Ticket: # 4642847 - Inappropriate vulgar obscenities during Grammy's
Date: 3/22/2021 9:43:49 PM
City/State/Zip: Olathe, Kansas 66062

Description
Inappropriate, vulgar obscenities during Grammy's is in direct violation of the FCC definition. Please fine her & hold her accountable to the maximum extent of the law. Being a celebrity should not excuse this & they should be held to a higher standard due go role model perception.
Ticket: # 4642853 - Inappropriate vulgar obscenities during Grammy's
Date: 3/22/2021 9:45:28 PM
City/State/Zip: Olathe, Kansas 66062

Description
Inappropriate, vulgar obscenities during Grammy's is in direct violation of the FCC definition. Please fine her & hold her accountable to the maximum extent of the law. Being a celebrity should not excuse this & they should be held to a higher standard due go role model perception.
Ticket: # 4642965 - Cardi b Grammy performance

Date: 3/22/2021 10:22:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Chandler, Arizona 85249

Description
The WAP performance of Cardi B at the Grammys was explicit and completely inappropriate for tv. It is obvious that they knew that the song was inappropriate as extensive editing was made to the lyrics. The dancers were sexually inappropriate for tv viewing. Why would people even need to file complaints with the FCC? You should already be fining the company that aired this disgraceful performance. If I wanted to watch strippers I would pay for porn or go to a strip club. Enough!
Ticket: # 4643314 - Cardib Emmy's performance

Date: 3/23/2021 12:39:51 AM

City/State/Zip: Park Hills, Missouri 63601

Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
This is soft core porn why would you allow this on T.V. this was really degrading and stereotypical to female black women rappers
Ticket: # 4643662 - Grammy Awards Strippers

Date: 3/23/2021 7:41:27 AM
City/State/Zip: Hemet, California 92544

Description
I was watching the Grammy music awards on CBS with my family and they had strippers dancing on stage to an abhorrent song that they did a terrible job of trying to censor. I won't repeat the lyrics, but the song is w.a.p. This could be solved by holding networks accountable for what they show on television.
Ticket: # 4643749 - Grammy performance  
**Date:** 3/23/2021 8:06:36 AM  
**City/State/Zip:** Belleville, Illinois 62221  
**Company Complaining About:** AT&T

**Description**
As a tax paying citizen of the USA, I have a hard time accepting what the FCC is allowing on TV. Never mind prime time TV. Wet Ass Pussy performed on prime time TV is not appropriate viewing. I am disgusted and frustrated that the FCC allows such trash to continue. When will it stop?? What is next, Hard F*cking Dick? Will you allow that, too? Absolutely disgusting. You people need to do your job!!
Ticket: # 4643801 - Grammy's Indecency Complaint
Date: 3/23/2021 8:17:20 AM

Description
From: [redacted]
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2021 2:33 PM
Subject: Complain Grammys

I would like to file a complaint about the Grammys and the disrespect that was presented by Cardi B in the Grammys disrespect to women dressing up half naked dancing around on stripper poles with money up in the air acting like they’re at some kind of strip club women need to be more respectfull have people gonna need to hear sexual content and it definitely does not need to be on public airways

Sent from my iPhone
Ticket: # 4643882 - Grammy Awards Cardi B's performance

Date: 3/23/2021 8:39:54 AM
City/State/Zip: Linn Creek, Missouri 65052

Description
Cardi B's performance during the Grammy Awards which just aired on CBS during prime time viewing was vile and disgusting! Not appropriate for prime time TV when so many families are watching. I am requesting the proper fines be administered as soon as possible. Please take a stand for decency!
Ticket: # 4644291 - Inappropriate content. Grammy’s CBS, Channel 9, March 14, 7PM
Date: 3/23/2021 10:06:15 AM
City/State/Zip: Blanchard, Oklahoma 73010

Description
I am disgusted at the display allowed during the Grammys. This display allowed on a channel at a
time any child of any age could easily access. Where is the protection or adherence to ratings? It was
raunchy, disturbing and certainly not any more appropriate than allowing a nine year old to enter a
strip club! This needs to stop!! There is a rating system that needs to be followed and enforced.
Otherwise, why have a rating system. If this type of disgusting sexual content is allowed for all ages
according to your rating system then its time to revamp the system and maybe the FCC!! Start fining
until it stops!!!!
Description
As a mother of 3 children and a citizen of the United States of 50 years, I am sickened and appalled that the performance was allowed on regular prime time television. It speaks volumes about how low those governing television are willing to drop their values and morals in order to get attention and ratings. American is sick and this agency should not add to its diseased culture.

If my kids had seen it, I would file a lawsuit. Fortunately I stopped allowing television in my home because it is no longer safe since those who are supposed to be protecting our kids from harm have no values or morals any longer. You allow sex scenes and vulgarity to play freely so my kids cannot leave and grow from television the way many of us did as kids. It is not safe and this agency is largely responsible for that.
Ticket: # 4644830 - Grammys
Date: 3/23/2021 11:24:52 AM
City/State/Zip: Searcy, Arkansas 72143

Description
The Grammy performance by Cardi B and Meg Thee Stallion was downright porn. From start to finish this was the most disgusting thing for a show that many generations watch. Clean up the acts or shut down the Grammys our children have enough immoral actions to deal with without you making it seem like it is ok
Federal Communication Commission  
45 L Street NE  
Washington, DC 20554

Ladies and Gentlemen:

This letter will alert you to my concern regarding a recent Grammy Awards broadcast. I believe the show was out of line in allowing the performance of the song WAP. For your reference, the lyrics to the song are shown below.

The words are explicitly sexual, crude, and disturbing. On the Grammy program, performers were allowed to act out the song lyrics. If this does not fit the definition of “obscene,” I don’t know what does.

Stiff penalties should be levied against the show’s producers and the station which condoned and broadcast the show.

Please address this matter. Our civility depends on it!

Sincerely,

WAP  
Cardi B  
I said, certified freak  
Seven days a week  
Wet-ass pussy  
Make that pull-out game weak, woo (ah)  
Yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah  
Yeah, you fucking with some wet-ass pussy  
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet-ass pussy  
Give me everything you got for this wet-ass pussy
Beat it up, nigga, catch a charge
Extra large and extra hard
Put this pussy right in your face
Swipe your nose like a credit card
Hop on top, I wanna ride
I do a keg while it's inside
Spit in my mouth, look in my eyes
This pussy is wet, come take a dive
Tie me up like I'm surprised
Let's role play, I'll wear a disguise
I want you to park that big Mack truck
Right in this little garage
Make it cream, make me scream
Out in public, make a scene
I don't cook, I don't clean
But let me tell you how I got this ring (ayy, ayy)
Gobble me, swallow me, drip down the side of me (yeah)
Quick, jump out 'fore you let it get inside of me (yeah)
I tell him where to put it, never tell him where I'm 'bout to be
I'll run down on him 'fore I have a nigga running me (pow, pow)
Talk your shit, bite your lip (yeah)
Ask for a car while you ride that dick (while you ride that dick)
You really ain't never gotta fuck him for a thang (yeah)
He already made his mind up 'fore he came (ayy, ah)
Now get your boots and your coat (ah, ah, ah)
For this wet-ass pussy
He bought a phone just for pictures
Of this wet-ass pussy (click, click, click)
Pay my tuition just to kiss me
On this wet-ass pussy (mwah, mwah, mwah)
Now make it rain if you wanna
See some wet-ass pussy (yeah, yeah)
Look, I need a hard hitter, I need a deep stroker
I need a Henny drinker, I need a weed smoker
Not a garden snake, I need a king cobra
With a hook in it, hope it lean over
He got some money, then that's where I'm headed
Pussy A1, just like his credit
He got a beard, well, I'm tryna wet it
I let him taste it, now he diabetic
I don't wanna spit, I wanna gulp
I wanna gag, I wanna choke
I want you to touch that lil' dangly thing
That swing in the back of my throat
My head game is fire, punani Dasani
It's going in dry and it's coming out soggy
I ride on that thang like the cops is behind me (yeah, ah)
I spit on his mic and now he tryna sign me, woo
Your honor, I'm a freak bitch, handcuffs, leashes
Switch my wig, make him feel like he cheating
Put him on his knees, give him something to believe in
Never lost a fight, but I'm looking for a beating (ah)
In the food chain, I'm the one that eat ya
If he ate my ass, he's a bottom feeder
Big D stand for big demeanor
I could make you bust before I ever meet ya
If it don't hang, then he can't bang
You can't hurt my feelings, but I like pain
If he fuck me and ask, "Whose is it?"
When I ride the dick, I'ma spell my name
Ah (whores in this house)
Yeah, yeah, yeah
Yeah, you fucking with some wet-ass pussy
Bring a bucket and a mop for this wet-ass pussy
Give me everything you got for this wet-ass pussy
Now from the top, make it drop
That's some wet-ass pussy
Now get a bucket and a mop
That's some wet-ass pussy
I'm talking WAP, WAP, WAP
That's some wet-ass pussy
Macaroni in a pot
That's some wet-ass pussy, huh
(There's some whores in this house)
(There's some whores in this house)
Source: LyricFind
Songwriters: Austin J. Owens / Belcalis Almanzar / Frank Rodriguez / James III Foye / Jorden Thorpe / Megan J. Pete
WAP lyrics © Universal Music Publishing Group, Sony/ATV Music Publishing LLC
Ticket: # 4652477 - Indecency on the Grammys

Date: 3/23/2021 11:07:02 PM
City/State/Zip: Aurora, Colorado 80015

Description
Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion performed a sexually explicit act on live TV. Where are the censors?!?! Families watch this program together, on regular broadcast television. Why was this allowed? Make the censors do their jobs and protect the American public from this horrible indecency!
Description
The Grammy awards display of vulgar dancing should have been banned by the FCC. If I wanted to see this type of disgusting portrayal of "art" I would have gone to a strip club.
Description
As a parent of 2 tweenagers, I was appalled to see the raunchy, x-rated performance of CardiB on this year's Grammy awards show. This kind of filth in prime time television is completely unacceptable. What's next? Actual sex on stage? There's nowhere else to go from here. I realize I can change the station but it's a cultural issue that must be addressed. Our kids should not be exposed to this disgusting behavior on a major network accessible to everyone. Thank you.
Ticket: # 4657524 - Grammy Awards

Date: 3/24/2021 2:27:19 PM  
City/State/Zip: Rogersville, Tennessee 37857  

Description
The song WAP aired at 8:00 on a show formerly family friendly is disgusting.
Ticket: # 4658070 - Body exposure

Date: 3/24/2021 3:26:15 PM
City/State/Zip: Lothian, Maryland 20711

Description

I feel that this applies to all local stations. Women are being allowed to expose at least 1/2 to 2/3 of their breast area. I keep on seeing this on many stations. I didn’t watch the grammys but I heard there was a lot of exposure. What can you do about this?
Ticket: # 4658900 - WAP! at the Grammy's

Date: 3/24/2021 5:03:46 PM
City/State/Zip: Eustace, Texas 75124

Description
Allowing the FILTH of the Grammy's be allowed on air for all to see including our children. Simulating LESBIAN SEX on TV is completely disgusting and harmful to our children and society. Taking off innocent cartoon characters and allowing simulated sex on TV must STOP NOW!
Ticket: # 4659754 - Disgusting song

Date: 3/24/2021 7:11:18 PM
City/State/Zip: Michigan City, Indiana 46360

Description
2021 Grammy Awards
CardiB
Disgusting dancing and very offensive language especially for Prime-time TV
Ticket: # 4659989 - Grammy Awards Show
Date: 3/24/2021 7:52:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Frisco, Texas 75035

Description
The Grammy performance by Cardi-B and Megan doing WAP was disgusting and highly offensive!! How CBS could sink this low to air pornography on national TV with child viewers is abhorrent! STOP
Ticket: # 4663806 - Grammy Awards
Date: 3/25/2021 4:09:36 PM
City/State/Zip: Pickerington, Ohio 43147

Description
Showing a performance of Cardi B and others doing something nothing less than a strip show. The performance crossed the line of decency and shouldn't have been on network television. How is it Adam Lamberts performance in 2009 they were fined AMAs and other performances canceled. This should never have been allowed.
Ticket: # 4664164 - The Grammys...WAP
Date: 3/25/2021 5:10:30 PM
City/State/Zip: Catonsville, Maryland 21228

Description
Listen, whatever people listen to and whatever lurid pornographic performances they subject their children to is (unfortunately) their business. But this act was horrendous. This sort of thing belongs on a pornographic channel, not on what is billed as family entertainment. Displaying sex acts on television in front of children and families? Trying to pass it off as "dancing?" Sure, was it a ratings stunt? Did it make people talk about it? Sure, but it's also degrading the fabric of society, families, feeding off of racist stereotypes, typecasting Black women, and taking advantage of women who obviously don't have enough insight to see that their actions affect more than the largess of their bank accounts. I do not consent to this. And this whole "well turn the channel" call; when does it stop? What's next? The bar has been set rather low now. What's next? Children doing these "dances?"

FINE both performers and all those involved SO SEVERELY that no one will do something so low AGAIN!
Ticket: # 4664958 - Obscene Grammy Awards performance

Date: 3/25/2021 8:51:56 PM
City/State/Zip: Rowlett, Texas 75089
Company Complaining About: Spectrum

Description
On 3/21//21 my minor daughter and I tuned into the Grammy Awards on CBS; Channel 11 in Dallas TX. She wanted to see if her favorite performers would win an award. I was mortified when Cardi B and MeganThe Stallion performed Half-naked with their buttocks in full view. They performed the so-called "WAP" song while mimicking overt sexual acts on-stage. I switched stations and had to tell my daughter she could no longer view that program. I do not understand how such a performance can be shown on a prime time program for family viewing. I hope the FCC will actually censor the Grammy Awards for such an indecent display. I am also contacting CBS to voice my extreme displeasure with their programming.
Ticket: # 4668189 - grammys

Date: 3/26/2021 4:37:13 PM
City/State/Zip: Prospect Heights, Illinois 60070
Company Complaining About: AT&T

Description
The "performances" at the grammys were pure trash. smut. Why was this allowed on national TV?